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Administrators weigh the Zipcar issue
While some schools cater to the 18-20 crowd, BC decides to refrain
BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Assoc. News Editor

additional hourly or daily rental fees per
use, $9 per hour, or $6B per day. BC currently has seven cars available to students

In an effort to protect Boston College
students under 21, the Office of Transportation and Parking will not expand its

over 21.

agreement with Zipcar to include students

under 21.
Zipcar, a car rental company that
provides at-will car rentals to members,
provides a similar service to universities.
Its

partnership with BC allows students
members for $25 and charges

to become

Some universities and colleges,including the likes of Harvard and Amherst, have
expanded the service to include students
18 and over. While such an agreement is
possible for BC, Paul Cappadona, transportation and parking manager, said that

the risks involved for students

were too

great.

coverage,?

Cappadona said. ?One for those
and one for those under 21. For
those under 21, therisk involvedis thatthe
Zipcar member,and possibly theirparents,
are exposed to much more liability risk
over 21

because Zipcar will not provide the same
insurance coverage as they do for members 21 andolder.? We did not feel that the
level of coverage for those under 21 was

adequate and asked [Zipcar] to provide
one level for all members. Zipcar was not
Kylie

?Zipcar providestwo levelsof insurance

See Zipcar, A4

Montero / heights staff

As part of the University?s deal with Zipcar, seven sedans are made availablefor students torent.

Campus pro-lifers quiet on Troy Davis Notre Dame travel plans
Death penalty debate often takes back
may include Thanksgiving
seat to abortion issue on college campuses
BY MICHAEL CAPRIO

Editor-in-Chief
Less than a week after the high-profile execution of Georgia inmate Troy
Davis, campus pro-life voices are silent
and wishing to remain focused on the
more relevant abortion issue. This,
some say, brings into question how,

or if,

advocacy groups can effectively

view capital punishment from the Ivory
Tower.
The Boston College Pro-Life Club,
known in the past for displayinglarge,
anti-abortionmessages around campus,
has almost exclusivelyfocused its crosshairs on abortion in recent years. Last
semester, about 50 students joined the

club?s annual showing at the March for
Life in WashingtonD.C.; the club boasts
a following nearing 500, according to
listserv membership.
The death penalty, however, is usually recognized in the Respect for Life

Week schedule (which, this year, occurs
next week). Next Thursday, the club will

be co-hostinga discussion on the death
penaltywith Amnesty International.
Katelyn Conroy, president of the
Pro-Life Club and A&S ?l4, said that
she first heard about the Troy Davis
case when approachedby The Heights
for comment. But, she said, ?We [the
Pro-Life Club] are very much against
the death penalty. We?re pro-life in every
way there is.?
The official mission of the Pro-Life
Club is, in part, to?
address the injustices of abortion, the death penalty,
?

andeuthanasia by providingeducational
opportunities and loving support.?
?On campus, abortion is more of
a relevant issue,? Conroy said. ?But,
capital punishment is an issue that does
need more attention.?

The reason for the greater focus on
abortion, Conroy confirmed, is strikingly obvious. That is, college students
are more likely to find themselves in an
abortionclinic than on death row.
For Alan Rogers, a professor in
ap file photo

In this Sept. 21 photo, a man (above) chants during a vigil for death row inmate Troy Davis.

See Davis, A4

No dormitory
permit yet for
2000 building

Students plan to skip class after Notre
Dame away game, before Thanksgiving
BY KENDALL BITONTE
For The Heights
Even though the Boston College
football game against Notre Dame is 51
days away, many students are well into
the process of figuring out their travels
to South Bend. This year?s game, which is
the weekend before Thanksgiving, poses
a scheduling dilemma for students who
are simultaneouslymaking plans for the
holiday weekend.
The athletic department had not releasedinformationregarding the student
ticket lottery when this article went to
print, but students planning on going to
the game have already made plans an-

ticipating that hotels and transportation
may sell out or become too expensive for

student budget when such information
becomes available.
The logistics behind this trip to the
Midwest involve not only travel and
overnight stays, but also the dates of
traveling.
Colleen Considine, A&S ?l2, traveled
to South Bend for the football game as a

Creative

a

there is

a

huge lawn where all the RVs

park, which was one of my favorite parts
sophomore year. Traveling together only

brings all the fans that much closer.?
The camaraderieand traditionbehind
the Notre Dame BC football game are
?

two very importantreasons that most stu-

sophomore and is repeating the journey

dents decide to make the trip that covers

this year. Like two years ago, she and
friends will be taking an RV for the trip.
?I decided to travel to add to the
experience,? she said in an e-mail. ?We
haverented an RV from Cruise America
to travelfrom Boston to South Bend. We
plan on leavingThursday evening and returning on Sunday. Once at Notre Dame,

approximately 900 miles. For those who
RV to South Bend, playing Notre Dame
is more than just a football game or a tailgate, there is a 14-hourmobilecelebration
to add to the adventure.
Eric Strobel, A&S ?l2, is from Chicago

See Notre Dame, A4

BEING LATINO IS...

Res Life error caused
false release of info
BY DANIEL TONKOVICH
Heights Editor
An oversight error within the Office
of Residential Life caused information
regarding 2000 CommonwealthAvenue
to be prematurely released to the public.
The webpage, hosted on the Residential
Life website, included numerous details
about the placement process and fees
for the 2000 Comm. Ave. building when
it eventually becomes a Boston College
residence hall.
While owned by BC, 2000 Comm.
Ave. is managedby property management
firm Archstone. While not currently a
residence hall, the apartment building
is scheduled to become a dormitory
within the next 10 years according to the
University?s Institutional Master Plan.
The property currently leases its apartments exclusively to membersof the BC
community.
?2000 Comm. Ave. does not have a
dormitory permit at the time, and while
ownedby BC, is currentlymanaged completely by Archstone,? said George Arey,

directorof ResidentialLife. ?The website
designedfor when a dormitorypermit
is eventuallyobtainedfor the property. It
was not to be public at this point.?
The site included details including
was

pricing of the units as well as the selec-

See 2000, A4
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Athletic dept. employees,most notably Gene DeFilippo, have highest salaries at Boston College.

University employees ranked
among biggest earners
BY ELISE TAYLOR
Heights Editor
Million dollar payouts: for Hollywood stars, Wall Street tycoons, Silicon
Valley titans, and surprisingly, a fair
amount of Massachusetts-based private

college employees.
A report released this Tuesdayby the
Boston-basedTellus Institute published
some interesting facts and figures about
the 2009 payouts and compensations
of the highest paid college officials at
the 20 wealthiest schools in Massachusetts. Boston College was included in
this study, alongwith other universities
including Harvard University, Boston

University, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, and Holy Cross.
Overall, in the face of a sluggish economy and resulting budget cuts, more
than $157 million was paid to 339 ?key?
employeesand officers according to the
study?s sample, while the average payout
for them was around $464,000. When
listing the top 20 compensated private
collegeemployees,more then half of the
employees were paid over $1 million.
The highest earner on the list, Managing
Director of Harvard Mgmt Co. Stephen
Blyth, raked in $6,401,969.
Although Boston College is not

See Salaries, A4
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Members of the Latino community at BC gathered last night for Hispanic Heritage
Month, sharing in traditionalcuisine and watching aperformance by Fuego.

TopTHREE
things

to do on campus thisweek

IN THE NEWS

Pops on the heights

1

Friday
Time: 8 p.m.
Location: Conte Fo-

UNIVERSITY

Doors will open at 6 p.m.
for the 19th annual Pops
on the Heights concert, a
feature of Parents? Weekend. The concert will begin at eight and will
feature theBoston Pops, the University Chorale,
and Broadwaystars Stephanie J.Block and Julia
Murney.

In a report by the Austin-American Statesman, the
national chapterof theKappa Alpha Order, has filed
a lawsuitagainst a former chapter at the University of
Texas at Austin, demandingcontrol of thefraternity?s
house, furnishings, artwork, andrevenues. The Texas

ON CAMPUS

chapter had been suspended by thenationalchapter
in June, but it refused to accept the suspension and

19thannual Pops on the Heights
concert to feature Broadway stars
This Friday, Conte Forum will play host to the
19th annual Pops on the Heights concert. The

?Strobe? dance Party in o?connell house

which will feature both student groups as
well as a feature presentation by the Boston Pops
and Broadway stars, will benefit the Pops on the
Heights Scholarship Fund. According to a report by
the Office of News and Public Affairs, the fund has
distributedclose to $9 million in scholarshipssince
its inception. Since its establishment by University
Trustee Associate James F. Cleary BC ?5O, Hon. BC
?93, the fund has granted 732 scholarships to 330
Boston College students. The concert will feature
award-winningBroadway stars Stephanie J.Block
and Julia Murney, best known for their portrayal
of the character Elphaba, the Wicked Witch of the
West, in themusical Wicked. Alongside Murney and
Block will be the University Chorale performing
with the Boston Pops, conductedby Keith Lockhart.
Pre-concert festivities will includeperformancesby
student music groupsthe Acoustics, theBostonians,
the Dynamics, the Heightsmen, and the Sharps.

instead changed its name to Texas Omicron and
continued to accept recruits. A representative of
the Omicron groupclaims that thenational chapter
never had control of the house and its furnishings
even when it had been Kappa Alpha.

concert,

Friday

Time: 8 p.m.
Location: O?Connell House
Stop by the dance party that the Electronic State of Mind and Nights on the
Heights promises to be epic. Doors
open at 8 p.m.

Boston college v. Wake Forest

3

Saturday
Time: 12:30 p.m.
Location: Alumni Stadium
Cheer on the Eagles as they take
on the Demon Deacons of Wake

LOCAL NEWS
Vote approves $476 million for

extension of Green Line
A Sept. 22 vote of the MetropolitanPlanning Organization approved $476 million in funding for
an extension of the Green Line train, confirmed
by a spokesman from the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority. According to a report
by The Boston Globe, the money will be spent over
the next four years. Mass. GovernorDeval Patrick
has backed the project extensively and promised
that construction would begin before his term
ends in 2014.

Forest this Saturday in Alumni

Stadium.

FEATURED STORY

College Prowler raises concern of administrators
upon thefrustrationsthat hefaced

BY JACOBBAJADA
For The Heights
College Prowler, a collegeranking site that uses studentreviews to formulate its grading,
recently released its 2012 evaluation of Boston College, causing
some studentsandadministrators
to scrutinize the site?s assessment
process.
The site, whichalso publishes
its reviews in print, is different
fromothercollegereview services
in that it evaluates intangibleaspects of campus life including
nightlife, campus security strictness, and the attractiveness of
the studentbody.For each aspect
assessed, the site assigns an A
through F grade, which is then
compiled into a ?report card?
that is displayed on each school?s
homepage.
Most recently, BC received a
?C+? in the categories of campus
strictness, diversity, drug safety,
and facilities.
?It?s easy to give rankings to
admission toughness, academics,
etc., but I don?t see how you can
[give a grade] to something as
subjective as nightlifeor girls? and
guys? attractiveness,? said Austin
Rainville, A&S ?l4, upon seeing
BC?s updatedreport card. ?Who?s
making theserankings??
College Prowler assesses each

Photo

school based on a combinationof
studentsurveys and polls as well as
data gathered from the Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data
System (IPEDS), a government
funded program that collects
statisticsfromevery university that
offersfederal studentfinancialaid.
The surveys,which onlyrequire
an e-mailaddressandbasic contact
information to fill out, asks the
student to give a grade and write
a brief review for each of the 20
criteria that the site appraises.
Because these responses are
submitted online, the site cannot
ensure that all of its surveys are
?

written by BC students.

?Anyone could write a review;
they don?t require a BC e-mailaddress,? said MollyMcCarthy, acontributor tothesite?s evaluationsand
A&S ?l4, in an interview.?I answer
them as honestlyandobjectivelyas
I can, but there?s no guarantee that
everyone else is doing that.?
McCarthy, who initially took
thesurvey to beentered into one of
College Prowler?s monthly $l,OOO
scholarship contests, said she was
concerned to write about topics
that she was not familiar with.
?I felt so out of place writing
something for some of them,? she

Based on the information gathered in its surveys, CollegeProwler
hires a student-author, typically an
alumnus of the school, who evaluates this information and writes
a synopsis on each of the criteria
assessed.
According to the company?s
website, this student-oriented
approach was the concept that
companypresidentLuke Skurman
had in mindwhenhe launched the
websiteasa sophomoreat Carnegie
Mellon University in 2002. Based

9/24/11-9/27/11

?What are your plans for
Parents? Weekend??

1:53 p.m. A report was filed regarding
a subject who was ejected from Alumni
-

Stadium for disorderly conduct. the
subject was escorted from the area
withoutincident and issued a trespass
warning for the day.

ing two intoxicated and disruptive
subjects who were interfering with a
bus loading near Mcelroy commons.
Both subjects were identifiedand later
placed into protective custody.

2:22 p.m. A report was filed regarding
the theft of a beverage cooler from a
-

parking lot. the subject was identified
and sent from the area. the cooler was

returned to the owner.
A report was filed regarding items being thrown at the rear of
a building in the More Hall lot. one
intoxicated subject was identified
and the debris was cleaned up. the
subject was sent from the area without
-

incident.
9:58 p.m. A report was filed regarding
-

assistance provided to an underage intoxicated subject in 66 commonwealth
Hall. the subject was transported to
a medical facility by Armstrong Am-

8:36 a.m. A report was filed regarding
a parking control arm in the commonwealth Ave. garage that was damaged
when it unexpectedly came downon the
-

roof of a passing motor vehicle.

Tuesday, Sept. 27
5:04 p.m. A report was filed regarding an illegally parked motor vehicle
which was creating a safety hazard for
passing motorists. the vehicle?s owner
was identified as a Boston college
student and attempts to contact him

?My parents aren?t coming.?
?Mike Emmerling,
A&S ?l4

or her to have the vehicle moved were
met with negative results. the vehicle
was towed.

7:19 p.m. A report was filed regarding
a visiting Jesuit professor who collapsed while working out at the Plex.
the party reported having a similar
episode due to blood pressure medication issues. He was transported to St.
elizabeth?s Hospital via Armstrong

Ambulance.

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

?They?re not coming this
weekend. They didn?t want to
deal with the traffic.?
?David Mossman,
A&S ?l5

Source: NatioNal

Weather Service
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?Going out to dinner with
my mom and sister, going
to thefootball game, and
having them buy me food.?
?Nick Santangelo,
cSoM ?l5

-

bulance.
A report was filed regard-

?My parents aren?t coming.?
?John Le,
A&S ?l4

Monday, Sept. 26

-

-

ence.?

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

-

10:33 p.m.

said. ?It?s so subjective it all really
dependson an individual?s experi-

during his own college selection
process, Skurmanwanted tocreate
the site as a resource that would
attempt to best capture the true
essence of life on various college
campuses.
Now, almost 10 years later, the
site offersonline reviews for over
7,000 universities and paperback
books for almost 400 of them.
Because of the extent of this
sort of information, sites such as
College Prowler have raised concern among administrators that
theirschoolscouldbe perceivedby
prospective students in away that
does not necessarily accurately
depict their communities..
Patrick Rombalski, vice president for StudentAffairs at BC, articulatedhis feelingstowards sites
like College Prowler that attempt
to evaluate subjective aspects of
student life.
?Choosing a collegeis a difficult
process and many young people
are searching for ways to make
good choices about what school
to attend,? Rombalskisaid.
?The basic problem I have with
these typesof rankings is thatthey
mislead the public and therefore
do a disservice to young people
attemptingto ask legitimatequestions about their education and
the potential pathways for their
future.? n

POLICE BLOTTER

1:40 p.m. A report was filed regarding a subject who was ejected from
Alumni Stadium for possession of
alcoholic beverages. the subject was
escorted from the area without incident and issued a trespass warning
for the day.

5:50 p.m.

courteSy of collegeProWler.com

College Prowler compiles school assessments into a generalreport card, including Boston College (above).

Saturday, Sept. 24

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

Kappa Alpha files lawsuit against
suspended Texas chapter

rum

2
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Sound of the Heights a success for NOTH
BY REBECCA KAILUS
For The Heights

Despite the rain, the show
went on for the first ever Sound

of the Heights event held in
the Rat last Friday. The performance featured five Boston College student artists,

performing covers of popular
music along with their own
original songs.
The Sound of the Heights
was sponsoredby the Nights on
the Heights (NOTH). NOTH
is a student-led programming

body thatcoordinateslate night
events on Thursday,Friday and
Saturday nights in an effort to
build a sense of community by
providing a variety of entertaining on-campus activities where
students can socialize without
alcohol. Their free events take
place throughout the campus
and are open to the entire BC
community.

?We are a late-night student
programs organization. We
have events every Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday night.
They range from small events
like trivia every Thursday night,
to movies in Robsham Theater,
and minigolf by Corcoran Commons. This was one of our bigger events so far, but not one
of our first events this year,?
said lulia Padeanu, director of
NOTH and A&S ?l2.
Future events planned for
NOTH include a variety ofboth

big and small events, Padeanu
said.
?We have everything from
tie-dye [events], to speakers,
to concerts. We are collaborating with Caroline Sasso from
UGBC on bringing in speakers
from The Onion. We want to
implement a speaker series.
We also have two official fall

?This was one of
our bigger events so
far, but not one of
our first events this

year.?

-lulia Padeanu,
Director of NOTH and
A&S ?l2

planned. We are sponsoring Matt Kearney on Oct. 14
concerts

and Vanessa Carlton on Nov. 5,?
Padeanu said.
The idea of a fall musical performance featuring BC
students was a new event for
NOTH.

?The whole concept came to
us over the summer. I tried to
think of the sort of programs
that would cater to the parts

of the student body who pro-

grams are

not

usually created

for, and I thought of this BC
music scene. I heard of a lot of
BC musical artists last year during the Chocolate Bar Series, a

program where undergraduate
performers play at the Chocolate Bar,? Padeanu said.
?The music scene at BC is
underappreciated and underfunded. I wanted to give them
a platform to showcase their
original songs, while, at the
same time, going along with
the Nights on the Heights mission of providing alternatives
to partying in the Mods,? she
said. ?We combined those two
ideas and created the Sound of
the Heights, in which we gave
students the opportunity of
listening to the BC music scene
and at the same time, giving
the artists a venue to showcase

their work.?
The event showcasedfive BC
student artists and groups, including Pat Vale, Kelly McCarthy, Alex Layton, The American
Thought Police, and the Loose
Handle Band.
Kelly McCarthy, A&S ?l2,
said that the event helped to
give recognition to the underappreciated music community
at BC.

?I thought it was great. It?s
hard for musicians on campus
to find venues to play. This provided a great opportunity for
BC?s artists to showcase their
songs and the covers they?ve

been working on. I would definitely do it again,? McCarthy
said.
Even though Friday?s rain
made the original venue of
O?Neill Plaza impossible, the
move to the Rat still brought
out a crowd.
?I think the turnout was
pretty good, I don?t want to say
better than expected, but there
were people there constantly
throughout the night. People
would fluctuate depending
on the groups. At the height
between 150 and 200 people
were at the event. It was good
especially due to the weather
and the change of locations,?
Padeanu said.
McCarthy thought that the
rain had an impact on the turnout for Sound of the Heights.
?It was not as big as I was
hoping it wouldbe whenit was
scheduled to be held outside,
but not bad,? McCarthy said.
Padeanu said she believes

Consider

that a partnership between the
music scene at BC and NOTH
will continue to grow.

?We

want to try to run

[Sound of the Heights] again
next year. We are also trying to

have another outdoor festival
in the spring. We are hoping to
coordinate with Chorduroy in
the spring, and hopefullyhave it
outside. We want to have more

programs to give musicians a
venue to showcase theirmusic,?
Padeanu said. n

This...

WHAT 180MILES CAN
GET YOU:

-Plymouth, Massachusetts:
Although a part of the Cape,
the history of Plymouth sets
it apart. On ly 40 miles from
Boston, the city has excellent
dining, beaches, and golf, but
it also has a strong history.
Most notably Plymouth Rock,
Plymouth has a plethora of
historic landmarks to explore.

Even though Boston
College isn?t rethinking their
agreement with ZipCar, and
the cars will remain available
solely to those studen ts over

21, students who do have
the cars available to them
can get to some pretty great
destinationswithin the
180 miles that a single $68
reservation allows. Once
students have become a
member, for the discounted

-Mystic, Connecticut: The
city that set the scene for the
movie Mystic Pizza is a mere
80 miles from Boston. The
Mystic Seaport offers a lot to
explore?historic landmarks,
a nautical museum, dining,
nd shopping, making for a
perfect day trip.

cost of $25, they can rent the
cars for $9 an hour or $68

per day. ZipCar picks up the
tab on the gas, so students
will only pay the appropriate
reservation cost.

a

For those who want to
take a weekend trip, reserving

-Cape Cod: A quintessential
New England area
destination, Cape Cod is
approxima tely 70 miles from
the city of Boston. With 15
distinct towns, the Cape
fea tures a variety of historic
landmarks, beaches, dining,
and bike trails to explore.

a Zip

Car for

two days gives

students 360 miles to spend,
and 20 for every additional
hour the car is reserved.
Destinations falling within
the 180 mile radius, to
account for travel distance

both to and from those areas,
are equally as interesting.

-Martha?s Vineyard:

LSOE assistant dean expands advising
BY MOLLY LAPOINT
Asst. News Editor
The Lynch School ofEducation?s (LSOE) Office of Undergraduate Student Services has
undergone changes to expand
its advising services, heighten
the connection between students and faculty, and reach out
to freshmen under the leadership of Audrey Friedman, the
new assistant dean of LSOE,
according to an article in The

Boston College Chronicle.
?The Lynch School offers
a range of support services to

LSOE and the College of Arts
and Sciences, in which many
LSOE students pursue a double

students across their undergraduate career,? said Maureen
Kenny, interim dean of LSOE,
in the article. ?Dr. Friedman
will bring her talents as a superlative teacher to enhancing
links between academic and

major.
Friedman, who was named
2009 ?Massachusetts Professor
of the Year? by the Carnegie

student services.
These changes are intended

student senate.
?Our goal is to continue to

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching through the
U.S. Professors of the Year
awards program, will also over-

offer superb advisement services,? Friedmansaid.
?The Lynch School has
earned a reputation of providing advisement tailored to
student needs and we willkeep
doing that, but with added supports from staff, faculty, and
graduate students that will help

see the First Year Professional

ensure our students have an

to make sure students are aware

Development Seminar, re-

of the requirements in both

search fellows program, and

excellent undergraduate experience in the Lynch School.? n

Allston-Brighton Crime Reports
9/19/11 9/25/11
?

BPD busts underage Emerson students

Visible from Cape Cod,
the Vineyard played

-

Quechee, Vermont: Known

for its skiing and for the

host to President Barack
Obama this past summer.
Approximately 90 miles
from Boston, the Vineyard is
similar to the Cape and also

Simon Pearce glass-blowing
factory, Quechee is 133 miles
from Boston. It makes for a
perfect weekendski trip once
snowfall begins.

boasts a variety of water
activities, fine dining, and
shopping.

-Six Flags New England:

Located in Agawam, MA,
Six Flags is 97 miles from
Boston, but its attraction
speaks for itself. With a full
waterpark to keep cool in
the summer and Fright Fest

-Newport, Rhode Island: 60
miles from Boston, Newport
makes for an easy day trip.
Boasting excellent seafood
for any budget, the famous
Newport mansions, and an
excellentbar scene, Newport
is a prime destination for
college students.

during the fall, Six Flags is a

destinationfor both seasons.
-Adriana Mariella n

BOSTON

SPEAKERS SERIES

2011-2012 SEASON
AT BOSTON SYMPHONY HALL

At about 12:19 a.m. on Saturday, Sept. 24, an officer heard a loud party in Allston. and
observed a large crowdin the backyard of the house. The officer approachedtwo individuals drinking from blue cups in the backyard. After questioning, the officers discovered
they were Emerson students who were both under 21. The officer then cleared the house
of partygoers.

DAVID MCCULLOUGH
Historian

-

Officers break up BU house party
Officers heard extremely loud music at about 2:46 a.m. on Friday, Sept. 23 coming from
a house in Allston and peacefully made an entrance to find all occupants seeming heavily
intoxicated and the smell of alcohol was prevalent. Police found that all of the BU students
were underage except for one who will be charged with providing alcohol to minors and
disturbing the peace.

Intoxicated man verbally abuses officers
On Friday, Sept. 23 around 10:21 p.m., a report was filed regarding a visibly intoxicated
man who was cursing at passersby from the middle of a street. When apprehended, the
man kicked, pushed and verbally abused officers, stating that he was going tokill someone
who was attempting to kill him. After frisking the suspect, police produced a hunting knife
with a six-inch blade.

Underage student caught purchasing Natural Light Beer
At 9:40 p.m.

on Friday, Sept. 23, officers monitoring underage liquor sales apprehendeda
minor attempting to purchase Natural Light Beer at a local liquor store. The young woman,
a freshman at Boston University, produced a license bearing a name and picture other than
her own when police asked her for identification.The beer is being held as evidence.

Man running into traffic taken into custody
A belligerent individual was running in and out of traffic in the Brighton area around 12:11
a.m. on Sunday, Sept. 25, and when confronted by officers, he grew angry about the police
presence and the state of our country and began screaming and poking officers. He initially
refused to his give ID and was taken into custody.

Woman claiming towed car arrested with outstanding warrant

1776

Wed., Oct. 5, 2011

Officers responded to a disturbance at an off-campus house at 12:27 a.m. on Sunday, Sept.
25 and observed over 100individuals in the yard and neighboring parking lot. Most of the
individuals appearedto be minors and were drinking out of red plastic cups. Information

the residents.
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Boston's NPITStation

At approximately 2:30 p.m. on Monday, Sept. 19, a woman entered the station to claim her
motor vehicle that had been towed as a result of an arrest. It was learned that the suspect
had an outstanding felony arrest warrant and she was placed under arrest.

Two men fight over alleged drug use in bar bathroom
Officers responded to a report of drug activity at about 1:25 a.m. on Saturday, Sept. 24.
The victim statedhe observed a man doing drugs in the bathroom of the Boyne Pub. The
victim confronted the suspect, so he grabbed the victim by the neck and said ?Keep your
mouth shut or I?ll kill you.? They spoke with the suspect, who said he was in the restroom
when a man, who he identified as the victim, came in and grabbed him by the neck. All
parties appearedto be intoxicated.
Courtesy of the Boston Police Department, District 14
Gathered by Kerry Hightower, Gioia Topazio, Caitlin Hegarty, and David O?Donaghue
-

The new Boston Speaker Series
is modeled after the highly acclaimed
Philadelphia Speakers Series, which,
now in its seventh season, has been
"soldout" since its beginning, with a
waiting list since the very first season.

Here is what our subscribers have to say...
Ihave attended the Speakers Seriesfor severalyears and I am
constantly impressed with the caliber of speakers. I enjoy having
an unbiased, personal view into their lives and thoughts, and
I always come away with new knowledge and insight into the
topic discussed. I truly enjoy the whole experience."

Tom N.

A. few years back I was a guest at the DavidMcCullough
lecture. It was one of the most fascinating evenings ofmy life.

I enjoyed it so much, I've been a subscriber ever since."
Bob Jacobson
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Collegiate response to abortion more common than death penalty
Davis, from A1
the history department and a scholar
the history of the death penalty in
Massachusetts, this does not come as

(guilty or not) sometimes
just isn?t there.
Yet, despite the difficulties faced
by organizers at the student level, BC
faculty have shown up in the arena over

a surprise.

the past half-century.

?I wouldn?t expect [a response] to
come from the Pro-Life Club,? said
Rogers, who will be speaking at next
Thursday?s death penalty panel.
The death penaltyand abortion share
an ideological basis the value of human life, Rogers said. ?But, at a certain
point, thedeath penalty goesoff down a
differentroad and brings up questions of
strategy ?in the legal system,? he said.
Plus, Rogers pointed out, ?Many of
the people in death penalty suits appear
as generally unsavory characters.? The

Former University President Rev.
Thomas Gasson, S.J., served on the
Anti-Death Penalty League, organized
in 1899 with the goal of abolishing the
deathpenaltyin Massachusetts. Another
Jesuit, BC Law Dean Rev. Robert Drinan, S.J. testified before a 1957 special
commission to study the death penalty
in Massachusetts.Eleven years later, 85
BC and BC Law professors petitioned
Governor John Volpe to commute the
sentence of Charles Tracy, a black man
sentenced to death for the shooting of a
Boston police officer. Tracy was granted

on

?

public outcry to save the lives of death

row inmates

a six-month respite and was
not executed.

ultimately

More recently, campus members
fromgroups like Amnesty International
have responded in fits and spurts to
events like the Davis case.
In a letter to the editor published in
the Sept. 15 editionofThe Heights, Leon
Ratz, a student activist for Amnesty
International and BC ?ll, wrote that,
?? the state of Georgia may execute an
innocent man,? before highlighting a
case for saving Davis? life.
In his final words, Ratz made a case
for BC: ?As membersof theBoston College community, I hope that we can join
together in not only trying to save Troy?s

life, but also calling for our country to
put an end to the barbaricpractice of the
death penalty once and for all.? n

BC most
represented
school in JVC

BC?s numbers comparable
Salaries,from A1

BY MOLLY LAPOINT
Asst. News Editor
Twenty-four Boston College students
represented university in the program

organizations.
Following BC, the two most represented schools are Fordham University
with 20 volunteers and College of the
Holy Cross with 16. These individuals
join the 340 volunteers in 49 communities in the United States and six nations

internationally.
The services provided to the community by JVs save the communities an
estimated$6 million by eliminatingthe
cost of hiring salaried employees.
?Jesuit Volunteers allow local organizations to provide more services and
have a greater impact within their communities, particularly in these difficult
economic times,? said Kevin O?Brien,
president of JVC, in a release.
?As a former JV myself, I know the
transformativeeffect of full-time service. In addition to the valuableservices
they provide, this experience will open
their hearts and minds and change their
perceptions of the world around them.
It?s inspiring to welcome a new generation of women and men who want to
workfor justice and peace.? n

Kylie

monTero / heighTS STAff

2000 Comm. Ave. (above) will eventuallybecome a residence hall as part of the IMP.

2000 not dorm-ready yet
2000, from A1
tion process for living in the building.
According to the site, apartments would
be priced at the same per person semester
rate as theGabelliand Voute townhouses.
Units wouldbe available first to those in
their junior year without four years of
guaranteedhousing from BC, as well as

transfer students who have exhausted
their allotted years of on-campus housing. Those meeting the criteria would
then be placed into a lottery system with
the ability to ?pull in? others meeting the
criteria up to the maximum occupancy
of the unit.
The pagehas since been removedfrom
the Residential Life website. n

?

BC opts not to implement
under-21 Zipcar program
Zipcar, from A1

students to go grocery shopping, drive to
the doctor?s office, and travel more effi-

willing to do so, so we opted to not impleciently. StudentscouldalsoutilizeZipcar to
ment the programat BC.?
explore the greater Boston area and make
Some students, like Alexa McAvoy, day trips to places such as Salem, Cape Cod,
LSOE ?l3, requested that the University
and other New England destinations.?
However, Cappadonasaid thatwhileBC
rethink this policy to help those students
realizes the benefitsof such an agreement
living off campus.
?Many [off-campus] students will turn with Zipcar for those students without
cars, it felt that the issues that would face
21 during or after this year, and are unable to use Zipcar as an alternate way to

students under 21 were too great.

she said. ?Also, they
no longer have a meal plan and are not
required to pay the health service fee for
theinfirmary. Zipcar services wouldenable

?Our decision and recommendationis
all based on the amount of exposure our
students under 21 would have if they signed
up,? he said. n

commute to campus,?

Plans underway for Notre Dame trip
Notre Dame, from A1

notably Boston University and MIT.
University Spokesman Jack Dunn said,
doling out million dollar payouts left ?Salaries for Boston College senior
and right, it does have a number of administrators are set by the Board of
seven digit payments compared to Trustees. They are market-basedand
other Massachusetts schools. Of the reflect the salary range of executives
aforementioned list of top 20 highest at our competitor schools.?
However, BC does differ in one macompensated college employees, three
of them work at BC Gene DeFilippo, jor way its highest paid employeeis
directorof athletics, with a compensain the athletic department, whereasall
tion of $1,159,762; Jeffrey J. Jagodzinother schools? highest paid employees
ski, former head football coach, with are their presidents or an academic or
a compensation of $1,153,411; and business figure. This can be attributed
Albert L. Skinner, former men?s head to a few factors, most noticeably that
basketball coach, with a compensation many of our administratorsare Jesuits,
of $1,056,855.
who have taken a vow of poverty and
They place 13th, 14th, and 17th, therefore do not receive large payouts,
and that the school?s athletic program
respectively. BC has the third highest number of employees on this list,
is one of the only in the examined
preceded by Harvard, which has 11 study that has multiple Division 1-A
employees, and BU, which has five. sports that generatelarge amounts of
Combined with BC?s fourth highest revenue.
earner, these employees collectively
?BC coaches are paid at a rate thatis
earned over $3.5 million. The average consistent with the pay at competitor
Division 1-A programs,? Dunn said.
earnings of the top eight earning emIn addition, Dunn said that the
ployees was $732,477, the fourth highest of the 20 schools studied. To put this Tellus report had incorrect content
in perspective, an average unionized about BC.
custodian at BC earns $33,862 and an
?The Tellus report contained many
inaccuracies,? he said. ?Several of the
average professor makes $145,000.
BC?s numbers concerning this study, salaries sited included deferred comalbeit high, are comparableto other top pensation. So in many of the cases, the
tier colleges in Massachusetts, most information was inaccurate.? n
?

are participating in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps (JVC), making it the most

this year. JVC sends volunteers across
the country and worldwide to provide
services to communities in need.
According to a press release, ?During their time as Jesuit Volunteers, they
will be dedicated to living simply and
working for social justice in a spiritually supportive community of other
Jesuit Volunteers (JVs) who are working
with people who live on the margins of
society.?
JVC is based on four core values:
social justice,simple living, community,
and spirituality. Volunteers, who either
work one or two years, collaboratewith
Jesuits to serve more than 250 grassroots

Ap file phoTo

After hearing the rejection of Davis? last minute plea, supporters reacted emotionally.

Kaplan said. ?Plus, I?m in the area so I?ll be here for
Thanksgiving, [flying] is just easier.?

and already made his plans to travel to the Midwest
With only two daysofclassbetween the away game
both for the game and for Thanksgiving.
weekend and Thanksgiving break, the administra?I?ve done the drive before and I?m sure it will be tion and professors are aware that some students are
fun, at least for thefirst couple hours,? he said. ?It will planning on skipping these classes. Some classeshave
be an especially long Sunday trip back after you?ve scheduled examsand madedeadlinesduring those two
had a pretty goodtime the nightbefore. Threefriends days before Thanksgiving to mandateattendance,and
and I are flying to Chicago Friday after class, staying some professors gaveexplicit statements the first day
at my house and driving into South Bend Saturday
of class thatclass will be held the Monday and Tuesday
morning beforethe game.Unlike my friendswho live before Thanksgiving and attendance is expected.
in Massachusetts, my return ticket is
Clare Dunsford, associate deanof
A&S, recognizes the tension between
probably going to be bookedfor after
for
Thanksgiving.?
?The semester is very travel plans for ThanksgivingandacaWhen asked why he decided to
the away game but stated that
short in many ways demics must be students? priority.
still go to the game even with the
?The semester is very short in
complicated traveling logistics and and each class is very
many ways and each class is very
missing class, Strobel said that it was
not a difficult choice. ?I?ve looked important, especially
important, especially those classes
at my syllabi and nothing is due on those classes that only that only meet once a week,? Dunthat Monday and Tuesday before
sford said. ?The deans cannot conmeet once a week.?
done skipping Monday and Tuesday
Thanksgiving.Having the extra time
at homewillbe really nice and I could
classes plain and simple. The deans?
not miss this game. As a fan of the
office will be scrutinizing requests
-Clare Dunsford,
football program, the Notre Dame
for dean notes for excused absences
Associate Dean of
those days very carefully.?
away game is a bucket list must.?
stuconvenience,
Dunsford said that the University
Beyond just
must be stringent with attendance
dents have to factor in the flexibility
or inflexibility of their upcoming week before the
policy due to the federal government?s own scrutiThanksgiving break. In past years, the most popular nizing across the nation of whether university credit
means of traveling to South Bend was a motor home
hours are actually equivocating the amount of hours
or RV, but for this year?s game flying is becoming an
in the classroom.
?We have to be accountable to the students,? Dunincreasingly popular option. Students like Strobel
are able to incorporate the game into their already sford said. ?I sympathizewith the conflicting desires
existing Thanksgiving travel, while others see flying and the experienceof the game and road trip but we
as enabling them to return to the East Coast in a
must encourage students to meet their obligations
as a student.?
timely matter.
Zack Kaplan, CSOM ?l2, is from the Boston area
?Sophomore year I had a blast, minus the loss,?
but is planning on flying to and from the game to Considine said. ?It was so incredible to be surrounded
make it back in time for class and other commitments
by so many BC fans... especiallyawayfrom Chestnut
on Monday.
Hill. The camaraderieandfanhood was truly remark?I need to be back on Monday and if I took an RV able. I still insist that our BC student section was
I wouldn?t beback in time for class Mondaymorning,?
louder than the rest of the Notre Dame stadium.? n

Kylie
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BC officials opted not to implement the under-21 Zlpcar programdue to inadequatecoverage.
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Unlimited happy.
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Defending life for
all walks of life

A mother is not a person to lean on but a person to make leaning
unnecessary.
Dorothy C. Fisher(1879

-

1958), quoted in O Magazine,May 2003

Campus pro-life groups are traditionally less vocal on the topic of
capital punishment than abortion, but it?s a worthy discussion
As Troy Davis was put to death last
week for the 1989 murder of a police
officer in Savannah, Ga., the Boston College campus was notably silent, especially
considering thehigh numberof vigils held
in support ofDavis elsewherethroughout
the nation.Many voices argued that Davis

Reports by Amnesty

International show
that...killers of white
victims are more

zealously prosecuted.
faced a racially charged and less-thandiligent legal system that pushed him
along death row and into the gurney last
Wednesday. Many minds, concentrated
in pro-life and Amnesty groups, perceive
the Davis case as exemplary of a system
that disproportionately prosecutes black
males, especially in the South. Yet, in
Chestnut Hill, the Troy Davis case seems
distant, despite BC?s status as a Catholic
powerhousein the United States.
As mentionedin today?s article, ?Campus pro-lifers quiet on Troy Davis,? the
reasons for colleges (students in particular) to sidestep the death penalty in
discussions on the valueof life are, indeed,

reasonable. College students are more
likely to come face-to-face with abortion
than with state execution in theirlifetime.
In fact, college-age youth are especially
vulnerable to unwanted pregnancies and
so it makes sense for colleges to concentrate energy in this arena. We, however,
would like to take this opportunity to
express our disapprovalwith how both
the U.S. Supreme Court and the State of
Georgia seemingly let Davis slip through
the cracks in the legal process cracks
that seem to be more open for some than
for others.
Reportsby Amnesty Internationalshow
that, while there are almost just as many
black murder victims as white ones, the
killersof white victims aremore zealously
prosecuted. According to one Amnesty
report, 41 percent of death row inmatesare
black, despite the fact that they represent
12 percent of the population. Scholars on
the subject classify capitalpunishment as
an extension of the slave era. To them, it?s
clear that the institution will be permanently stained by that mark of racism.
With capital punishmentre-emerging
as a point of political and campaign discourse(Rick Perry oversaw 234 executions
in Texas a point that drewoverwhelming applause in arecent debate.), we wish
to express our opinion on the matter in
the hope that we will be joined, if onlyin
thought and spirit, with our neighbors
here on Chestnut Hill.
?

?

On Parents? Weekend,
stay close to the nest
Take advantage of this weekend to expose your
parents first and foremost to campus life
With Parents? Weekend rapidly
approaching, students should consider their plans. More often than
not, families flee campus in search of
fancier dining optionsin the city, failing to take advantage of the school?s
wide array of programming. While
our beautiful Boston will always be
here, our years at BC are limited and
should thus be cherished. Many parents skip the tradition of visiting their
child?s classes, but this is the perfect
opportunityfor them to get afirsthand

glimpse of their children in action.
We think that students should brush
aside any feelings of embarrassment
and invite those generous enough to
visit this weekend to participate in
on-campus events likeFriday?s Pops on
the Heights Gala, Saturday?s pre-game
barbecue, and Sunday?s family liturgy.
There is no better way for parents to
discover the opportunities afforded
to the greater BC community than to
spend a day, or a few, on campus with
their children.

No getting around helping
students get around
Though having age restrictions on Zipcar use is sound,
BC can provide other access auto transportation
Residing in a suburb just on the Transportationand Parking has other
outskirts of Boston comes with its options that will satisfy underage sturesidual benefits. The nearby city can dents.
As students progress through their
expose students to cultural, historical,
and, in the sense of work and travel, four years, the need for easy access
to the city becomes greater. With the
necessary crossroads. Public transportation offers an economical and necessity for food shopping during juenvironmentally-consciouscommute nior and senior years and the potential
from the suburbs to the city, but where to intern in Boston, a car becomes a
it succeeds in affordability, it fails in valuableresource. Giventhe Zipcar age
convenience.
requirement and the limited number
Boston College assuages many of of parking passes availableto students,
the transportationconcerns. Yet,some the Department of Transportationand
remain. BC?s workingrelationshipwith Parking can help alleviate the problem.
Zipcar helps studentswho meet theage How? One potential solution would
be to keep the online carpool system,
requirement of 21. Although other universities across the country, including usually set up for holidays, as a perCambridge neighbor Harvard, lowered manent option. Students with access
the age requirement to 18, BC?s decito on-campus cars can offer carpoolsion to keep the requirement at 21 is ing via an online portal and quell the
sound. Its consideration of the effects problems involving transit. Regardless
of the age-18 insurance on students of the method, students wouldbenefit
and their families, especiallyin liability fromaccessible means to enter the city
matters, marks a well-thought choice. and continue to learn from the urban
That being said, the Department of community.
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Proper application of
amendments

What?s really at stake in
Northern Ireland

In response to ?The Real World: What happens
when justice isn?t cutting it? by Francesca Bacardi:

The Seventh Amendment guarantees the right to a
jury trial in civil cases. Due process is the Fifth and 14th
Amendments.Trial by jury in criminal cases is in the Sixth.
I am stunned that the writer did not look at these amendments before writing this opinion and that the editors
allowed it to be printed.
Anonymous

Keep consistent in arguments
In response to ?The Real World: What happens
when justice isn?t cutting it? by Francesca Bacardi:
You make a different argument in every paragraph and
the only aspect that is consistent is the lack of logical or
factual support for your position(s).
Anonymous

Power to the players

There is much more than the future of oral history
projects at stake in Boston College?s fight of the British
subpoena. This is but a skirmish in Britain?s ongoing battle to write the history of Northern Ireland the
way they require all to understand it. Thanks to the
ego and the carelessness of the project staff, Moloney
and Mclntyre, Boston College will have great difficulty
defending against the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty
(MLAT).
You state, ?The Police Service of Northern Ireland
is justifiablyzealous in pursuing this cold-case murder....? Nothing could be further from the truth. The
Police Ombudsman of Northern Irelandreported that
the RUC never investigated the case for which they are
now seeking information. This would not be surprising
if the victim was a British agent as claimed. The Royal
Ulster Constabulary is the most discredited police
force of any modern democracy. The same Ombudsman reports of compelling evidence of police collusion
with loyalist gangsters in the murder of Catholics on an
unprecedented scale. The single largest atrocity of the
conflict, the 1974 Dublin Monaghan bombings which
killed 32 innocent Catholic men, women and children
and a French Jew was a project of the British Army
and those ?zealous? Northern Ireland police have been
covering up for that heinous crime ever since.
The British want the tapes to meddle in Ireland?s

In response to ?Column: Hypocrites Should Be Excellent Fans If They Want To See Excellent Football,?
by Matt Belnap:
Give me a break. Fans can influence a game to some
extent, but it?s up to the players and thecoaches to get

the job done. Furthermore, the football team gets enough
perks from this university that I really couldn?t care less if

political affairs and to do what they can to ensure this
generation of college students is convinced that their

violent lawlessness to suppress the civil rights movement in the North was really a battle against a terrorist
conspiracy. If the British were seeking a Catholic in
America who escaped internment in 1971 in the North,
which they can do under this misbegotten treaty, I
wouldlike to think the students of BC would be outraged and would protest.

therefeelings are hurt by lack ofattendance.
miKe cummings
Anonymous
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Board Member, Irish American Unity Conference
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The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity,brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted

CONTACT: OPINIONS@BCHEIGHTS.COM
to the newspaper.
Submissions must be signed and should include theauthor?s connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and
columns can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to
editor@bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights,
113 McElroy Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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To B or not to B
Thumbs
Up
The Parents are Coming!
The weekend second only
to that preceding Marathon
Monday is swiftly approaching. Soon, better dressed, more
accomplishedversions of Boston College undergraduates
will overtake campus to help
their children live the glory
days.Between the Pops on The
Heights and tailgating, there
will be plenty to do with good
ol? mom and dad. Need to be
adopted for the weekend? Visit
the Mods on game day. You?ll
be sure to find someone?s old
man who?d love to give you a

couple pieces of ?life advice.?
BC Talks The model of the
go-to recreational information source of choice for most
highly-curiousidividuals, TED
Talks, is coming to BC in
November in the form of BC
?

Talks. The five-day lecture
series will give undergrads a
chance to present unique work
they haveundertaken through
their respective departments
and present it to the community.
Sight for Sore Eyes As we
plunge into real work and the
first wave of essays, orations,
and quizzes that count for
?

something, O?Neill has seen
its population remain sizable
well into the night. What
makes walking out of those
great glass doors as the clock
inches toward a new day and
your eyelids toward a closed
position? The sight of Gasson,
all ablaze,against the night sky.
It never gets old. Never.

Getting back to Productivity Ben Franklin said, ?Fish
and visitors stink after three
days.? Well, a portion of the
BC community says, ?Football

Getting around this town is not difmere $3.40 will finance
a round-trip to most places of interest. Three separate green line trains
service the campus, and it takes as few
as twenty minutes to reach Copley

ficult either. A

WILLIAM MOONEY SLONEKER
Boston College occasionally perpetuates harmless myths and misconceptions. To start, it?s not a college in
Boston but a University in Chestnut

Hill. The standard Admissions Bulletin
inadvertentlyembellishes the truth
through pictures of the late Dust Bowl,
a pre-restoration Gasson, and an elu-

sive University president who nobody
has ever actually seen in person.
What is, perhaps, most striking is

the abundance of photos of downtown
Boston. Token shots of the Waterfront,
the Charles, and Newbury Street accentuate the erroneous ?B? in ?BC.?
The section on location,references
the origin of ?The Hub? nickname for
Boston, just before describing the various ways by which students ?discover

the city.?
The pamphlet never lies, but it
omits the rest of the story. I would
hazard to say that if a visitor pointed to
an image in the pamphlet and asked a
student for directions to that landmark, the responses would often not
avail those inquiring.
Many students rarely ?discover the
city.? Like so many other schools in
America, BC operates within a bubble.
This common feature is partly an un-

avoidableeffect of academic life. What
distinguishes the BC bubble is, again,
that misleading B.
Unlike rural schools where the
university is the town, BC rests at the
doorstep of a major American city.
Boston may lack the glamour of New
York, or the grandeur of Washington,
but it more than makes up for it in history and youthful vivacity.

enticing.
Drown Your Feelings in Coffee ? Ladies, so you?re a little
self-consciousthat half of your
Dining Bucks go to coffee and

lattes each semester. Don?t
be. Turns out you?re actually
doing yourself a favor. A new
study reveals that women who
drank two to three cups of
caffeinated coffee a day were
15 percent less likely to experience depression and when

they jumped to the range of
four cups per day, they were
20 percent less likely. We?re
guessing that if you?ve managed to down four cups of
caffeinatedcoffee in a day,you
probably can?t read this blurb
without getting distracted,let
alone ponder deep, depressive

thoughts.

Thumbs
Down
Dollar Hunters

?

and the plethora of businesses that
cater to the student clientele.
Granted, the Boston right next to
the Heights does not exactly boast
the most alluring attractions for the
college crowd. Reaching the establishments that cater to our demographic
occasionallyrequires a bit more effort?enough of a disincentive when
weighed against fun or fulfilling functions on campus.
Last year, the UGBC aimed to combat these introverted tendencies via the
BC to Boston (BC2B) initiative. Several
people, from UGBC candidates to
Heights editors, lauded this program,

which offers affordable admission and
free transportationto various marquee
events, including touring musicals and
local athletic competitions.
By many accounts, BC2B was a

smashing success. Demand for tickets
almost always exceeded supply, and
their online ticketing solutions were
embracedwarmly. The initiative
received $20,000 in this year?s UGBC
budget in light of this performance, or
because we?re just not allowed to have
concerts anymore.
The spirit and intention of BC2B is
in the right place, but a critical review
of the product offered last year illumi-

their sometimes-miscalculated
for bursting the bubble.
Broadway shows and midnight premieres are certainly entertaining. They
get people off campus, acquaint participants with the area, and introduce
nates

strategy

them to some of the opportunities
available in the area. BC2B may also

quite another for the government to do
the same with taxpayer money.

stinks after threehome games
in a row.? This is not meant as
another commentary on the

the thought of taking our Saturdays back from tailgating
after this weekend is rather

minutes round trip to Harvard Square

KATYA RUCKER
The recent collapse of solar-panel

manufacturer Solyndra is an example
of why politics and business don?t
mix. The company?s loss of over $5OO
million in federal loans came as no surprise to auditors or analysts who had
been over its financials within the past
two years. The White House staff was
blinded by lobbyists, and this failure

So what really went so wrong for
Solyndra? In a nutshell, the company?s
innovative solar panels had only one
major competitive advantage:they
didn?t require silicone as a raw material.
The majority of solar-energycomponents in the global market require
silicone, and in recent years, the price
of high-grade silicone has been as
high as $l,OOO a pound. But in 2009,
silicone prices dropped drastically to
less than $lOO a pound, and combining
this change with cutthroat competition

lars of our meal plans. It?s not
easy being green?or being in

what makes

Boston unique. It?s difficult to acquire
a sense of a city?s personality when visiting premier venues rather than those

niches and hole-in-the-wallestablishments that distinguish Boston from
the rest of an increasing homogeneous
world.
Above all, immersion simply does
not happen in groups of hundreds.
At the same time, there is no other
recourse. The scale and intention of
the initiative dictatesthat destinations

accommodatelarge numbers of people.
Unfortunately, BC2B cannot just casually suggest that 300 people go check
out some darling cafe downtownor file
along the shelves of some quaint local
bookstore.
Moreover, if a fundamental
change in the social dynamic of BC
is the goal in mind, it?s a lofty one

that cannot possibly be realized by a
single program on its own?or even in
concert with others. I?d bet that many
of the students who ?discover the city?
through the various organizations cited
in the Bulletin, are confined to the
bubble in different capacities.
Ultimately, escaping the bubble

depends on the individual student?s
and motivations, qualities that
evolve across generations. Plus, nothing objectively proves that frequently
tastes

gallivanting around the streets of Boston is an inherentlybetter lifestyle than

anything else.
Then again, it doesn?t say much
about us if a prospective student and

his family ask for directions to the
waterfront and a recommendationfor
a quality seafood joint and the reply
is stark silence. It?s good to put the B
back in ?BC? and to not be a tourist in
a town where you live?ostensibly.

NOORA BASS

Unarguably the best place on
campus is my bed. I don?t think I could
have made a bigger deal about the
details of my bedding from custom
covers to silk jersey comforters. It
wasn?t until I found myself at 5:30 p.m.

nestled betweenfour pillows eating a turkey and brie sandwich that I
knew I had hit a new low. I sat there
reviewing my Citizens Bank statement online, looking through the
list of recently purchased items: Boy
Meets World Season 3, standard, only
my 4th pair of Lululemon wonder

underpants this month fine? and a
blenderfor recreational purposes. My
life may have been a joke. But really
who was watching me? I could have
died in my bed, sandwich in one hand
watching Cory and Topanga?s love
story unfold and nobody would have
known. It wasn?t until I was awakened
by someone keying in my room code.
In swept a blonde who threw down her

bag and proceeded to her vanity desk.
There are few people in life who know
you inside out: your shining qualities
and your flaws, and who still choose to
take you with the goodand bad. High
chances are this is your roommate.
Freshman-at this point you?re either
ready to kill your randomly assigned
roommate or you?ve already posted

WillaimMooney Sloneker is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

comes as a slap in the face.

theory, investing in renewable
energy manufactured by an American
company was getting at the root of two
of our biggest problems: energy independence and job outsourcing. With
China dominating the global market
for solar panels, here was an American
company that could both create jobs
and turn a profit. And as conflict over
foreign oil remains a matter of national
security, the harnessing of solar energy
on our own turf holds plenty of appeal.
Good intentions could only carry the
ObamaAdministration so far, however.
Government intervention in green
energy falls under the controversial
category of ?industrial policy.? According to an August 2010 article in
The Economist, industrial policy is the
attempt by government to promote the
growth of particular industrial sectors
and companies. President Obama?s
2009 stimulus package set aside billions
of dollars to accomplish this in the field
of green energy. The $535 millionloan
to Solyndra was one example of this
massive industrial policy effort. But like
any investment into a new, fast-growing, and competitive field, there was
a high degree of risk involved. It?s one
thing for a venture capital firm to make
no return on a big investment, but it?s

that industriesbuilt upon new
technologiesand ideas are bound to be
the riskiest and most volatile.
Now, let me be clear: I don?t believe
the government was wrong in wanting
to help a U.S.-based solar energy company. In this case, they just went about
it the wrong way. Instead of making a
business loan, the ObamaAdministration could have provided subsidies
around the cost of goods to encourage
initial growth. It could have granted
tax relief in the event of profits earned
in Solyndra?s manufacture of solar
secret

solutions. It could have been a primary

buyer of the product. By taking on the
role of a supportive observer, the government could have greatly minimized
its own risk. The private sector should
remain the primary source of funding
for innovative but uncertain business

In

ventures.

It?s important to remember that the
renewableenergy industry is alive and
growing. I believe that the free market
system can do more for this field than
any government initiative. Of course,
globalizedfree-market capitalism as it

mollie

koloSky / HeigHTS illuSTrATion

from heavily subsidizedChinese solar
panel manufacturers was a death sentence for Solyndra. The company never
broke even.
On a fundamental level, our government isn?t structurally equipped to
makebusiness gambles. Its bureaucratic nature of laborious decision-making
and lethargic reaction time is no match
for rapidly changing industrialmarkets.
In the case of Solyndra, the Obama
Administration was fully aware that for

stands today certainlycan?t be called
a friend of the environment. Resource
exploitation in developing countries and
a ?race to the bottom? mentalitygives a
history of evidence to the contrary. Nevertheless,the market adapts to changes
in demand and technology,and renewable energy is taking off in both respects. Governments have an important
role to play, but they should be more
preoccupied with regulating unsustainable industries than with makingrisky
investments. In the case of Solyndra, the
ObamaAdministrationmissed the blatant warning signs of trouble, and is now
paying for this mishap in severe public
criticism. ?High risk, high reward?

the company to be profitable, the price

investments are for thrill-seekers in the

of silicone wouldhave to remain high.
But, according to an article in The New
York Times, ?industry experts outside
the federal government, going back to
2008, were predicting silicon prices
were headed for a steep fall.? It is no

private sector, not idealisticpoliticians.

CSOM

has nothing on the profitmaking strategies of a co-ed
deadest on funding a service
trip. Those looking to travel
the globe helping societies
in need have already set up
shop in Carney and Corcoran
Commons. They get us at our
weakest: on the hunt for sustenance, thinking of nothing
else?and particularly not a
polite way to decline giving
ten precious Monopoly dol-

more often on their own.
However, they are not

Free-market capitalism for green energy

?

performance of BC Football
this season?TU/TD truly is
proud of their win against the
Minutemen last weekend?but

Square. And don?t forget about Cambridge, ?The Foreign Continent of the
North? in the words of one my professors. Only $2.70 will pay for the 40

inspire participants to trek inbound

Roomie
affinity

Bazoomie Wagon BEN VADNAL

Katya Rucker is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

mollie koloSky
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countless pictures captioned ?Roomie
Lovin!? to which I say?we?ve all been
there. I?m here to tell you that whether
you notice it or not, your roommate
knows you more then you know your-

self.
It didn?t take me long to realize that
my roommate was sort of like Santa
Claus. She saw me when I was sleeping, knew when I was awake, and most
definitelyknew if I had been bad or
good. At some point in the first couple

of weeks living together you may even
developyour own lingo. Soon enough
you start watching the same shows and
begin to recognize your mutual love
for Mr.G and Summer Heights High.
You know you?re in deep when your
room starts to become your haven,
where you come alive.
Living in the confinementsof what
feels like a shoebox, there?s really no
room for hiding. It was living with
another person that many said would
teach me life skills like sharing and being considerate. But beyond teaching
me to be respectful, it gave me a better
perspective on myself. It was in the
absolutebest and worst of times I had
someone to share my experiences with
that I recognized the deep-rooted ties
found between roommates. It dawned
upon me that my next roommate
past college could hypotheticallybe
my husband and boy was that a scary
thought.
Our roommates serve a greater
purpose then our living partners. We
see them everyday and if we do truly
love their presence, it may even be

comparable to having a slumber party

that lasts a year. If you?re facing some
okay, hang in
there and try not to brainstormvengeful ways of harming them in their
slumber. When all is said and done you
may look back on your four years here
and remember your roomie with a kind
fondness? and I hope you do. Whether we choose to love or hate them is
left to our discretion and while the
days may continue to change, the bond
you form between you and your roommate is one that will never weather.

roomie troublesthat?s

the green.
Find us on Twitter.
@BCTUTD

Noora Bass is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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WAKE FOREST AT BOSTON COLLEGE
When BC runs the ball
Montel Harris is regaining hisold form as he recovers from the
knee surgery he had duringtraining camp. After running nine times
for 27 yards against UMass, hehas participated fully in practice this
week and should have an increasedrole this weekend. He tore the
Demon Deacons apart for 183 yards and three touchdownslast year.
Expect a healthy dose of Andre Williams and Tahj Kimble, too.

Advantage:

When BC passes the ball
The undersized Demon Deacon defensive line has registered
just two sacks through three games. Chase Rettig, who has been
sacked 10 times, will appreciate the extra time to throw. If Wake
does pressure him, the sophomoreQB will look to security blanket
Bobby Swigert to bail him out of trouble.The Deacs have threevery
experiencedstarting DBs, so Rettig must be careful with the ball.

Advantage:

When Wake Forest runs the ball
Although Wake has four seniors and one junior starting on the
offensive line, the team is averaging just 2.8 yardsper carry. Sophomore RB Josh Harris recorded 67 yards on 19carries against BC last
year. The Eagles need a healthyKaleb Ramsey at DT to addteeth to
a defense that?s giving up 165 yards a game on the ground.
Advantage:

When Wake Forest passes the ball
Lefty QB TannerPrice is off to a hot start,throwingfor 280-plusyards
in all thee gamesthis year. He has tossedsix TD passes to one interception. WR ChrisGivens hasbeen his primary target,haulingin 20passes
for 366 yards andthree TDs. Price has grownup since his four-INT day
against the Eagles last year. Look for him and Givens to frustrate theBC
secondaryby dinking and dunking their way down the field.

Advantage:

Special teams
Jimmy Newman is a dependablekickerfor Wake Forest, converting
seven of eight field goal attempts. The Demon Deacons aren?t dangerous in thekickoff game,but they average a respectable 23.1 yards per
return. Considering the Eagles gave up a 100-yardreturn to UMass,
special teams are undoubtedly an area of concern heading into the

heart of BC?s ACC slate.

Advantage:

Coaching and intangibles
Wake Forest head coach Jim Grobe has built a reputation for
maximizing limitedtalent in Winston-Salem. At a school with the
third-smallestenrollment in the Football Bowl Subdivision (4,412
students), Grobe hasmolded theprogram into a consistent competitor, despitethe team?s downward trend in wins since 2006(when the
Deacs were ACC champs at 11-3).

Advantage:

bruce

chApmAn/ Ap phoTo

Wake Foresthas only sacked the quarterback twice this season. LinebackerKyle Wilber (87) has providedmuch of thepressure from the edge of the 3-4 defense.

Commonwealth Classic has a long way to go
DAVID GROMAN
The Northeast is not exactly known for its
perennial college footballpowers, storied traditions, or even a culture that truly embraces
the sport. For years, Boston College was the
only Division I-A school to make any noise on
a national scale. Last season, a weak UConn
team became the first New England school to
play in a BCS bowl when they were beat down
by Oklahoma in the Fiesta Bowl. In 2013, a
third school from the region will join the FBS
ranks ? the University of Massachusetts.
Many have acknowledged the possible
development of an in-state rivalry between BC
and UMass, once the Minutemen make the
jump to theMid-American Conference. The
only issue is, I?m not quite sure that bringing
the Commonwealth Classc to the gridiron is a

beneficial decisionfor the Eagles or theirfan
base.
For anyone that attended the BC-UMass
game this past Saturday, there were some
pretty obvious hints that the game does not
have lasting power. It was difficult to spot fans
sporting UMass attire walking around before
the game. For a school thatboasts an alumni
base of over 225,000 (with a sizeable population in the Boston area), it was a disappointing
turnout for a winnable game against a FBS

opponent and so-called rival. Shea Field was
essentially empty, andattendance was a paltry
30,176.
?It?s always been a great rivalry game,? said
Massachusetts head coach Kevin Morris to The
Daily Hampshire Gazette. ?The older alums are
really excitedabout it. That was a great game
for them back in the day. For the casual fan,
it?s a great day for New England football. Any
time you get any kind of local rivalry going,
it?s great for everybody. It?s great for the fans.
Anything local is great for the fans.?

Really?
While a combinationof factors obviously
contributed to a small turnout (an 0-3 start,
weather conditions, and a currently uninspired
BC fanbase), the numbers seem indicative of
a trend. If the school wants to sell out Alumni
Stadium and increase interest in the sport, it
shouldn?t try to do so with a forced ?rivalry.?
Only throughplaying teams like Notre Dame
that truly spark interest in the fanbase will this
goal will be achieved.
Furthermore, ACC expansion has provided
two natural rivals (Pittsburgh and Syracuse),
something BC has been missing since joining
the ACC in 2005. Interestingly, BC was already

planning to establish a long-term football series with Syracuse, pre-expansion. Obviously,
the old Big East match-up, one that was played
every year from 1961-2004 (with the exception

of 1968 and 1970) has now been solidified.
Facing UMass on a regular basis would also
mean playing games in Gillette Stadium, which
will serve as the Minutemen?s home field due
to NCAA stadium capacity requirements. As
confusing as it is that a team?s home stadium
could be located two hours away from campus,
this is an interesting prospect and major
argument used by supporters of the Minutemen-Eagles game. However, after seeing such
a weak crowd in Chestnut Hill, there is not
much evidence to support the fact that BC
students and alumni will travel to Foxborough
to watch the game in almost empty Gillette
Stadium.
Passion is absolutely the definingcharacteristic for a rivalry in college sports. Games
like Michigan-Ohio State, Texas-Oklahoma,
and USC-Notre Dame draw crowds every year,
no matter the teams? records. This is because
fans become so entrenched in the game and
the rivalry itself that they will show up just
to cheer for their squad, and perhaps more
importantly, against the opposing one. No
matter how long a BC-UMass series were to be
sustained, there will never be enough passion
to call it a rivalry.

David Groman is a guest columnist for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Wake Forest to
challenge BC?s
newfound poise

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Football, from AlO

?Alright, we got one.??
The return of Montel Harris, who is working his
way back to full form, has also provided an added
mental boost. His impact has been felt, on and off
the field.

?It was an added spark to see him back there,?
Anderson said. ?He?d been out for a while. Just
mentally, he gave our offense an addedboost, which
we needed.?
ALeX TrAuTWIG heIGhTS edlTor
GrAhAmbeck / heIGhTS
The energy that Harris brings to the huddleis apThe Eagles passing gameis starting to find a groove heading into ACC play. Meanwhile, linebackerKevin Pierre-Louis(24) is creating havoc in the backfield with his speed.
preciated by his teammates, as is his ability to break
tackles and make plays from nothing.
?Montel back there always helps,? Swigert said.
?He?s just an amazing player. If he can get going here
and run like he did the last three years, that opens up
advantageof aggressive Wake corners.
they?re usually good at it because they?ll set it up, everythingfor us, helpsout Chase [Rettig] a lot, helps
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
For The Heights
out everything. Even if we block something wrong,
Havingrunning back Montel Harris for a second set it up, set it up, and then they?ll run a trick off it,?
week is only going to boost the ground game. The linebackerLuke Kuechly said.
there?s a chance that Montel springs it loose.?
Wake Forest?s only touchdown in a loss against
Wide receiver Bobby Swigert said that the running backs were described by Anderson as,
Whether or not Harris has a breakout day, BC
?without [Montel], one of the stronger positions on BC last year came off a wide receiver pass. Both will be in good hands with its improved offense and
upcoming match-up with Wake Forest presents,
defense that were both on displaylast weekend. Now
?definitely the best defense we?ve seen thus far,? but offensebut addinghim to the mix makesthem even Kuechly and Fletcher said sticking to fundamenthe Eagles have plenty of reasons to be confident in stronger.? Anderson alsosaid the different running tals is the best way to prevent it from happening that they made their mark in the win column, the
their offensive attack against the Demon Deacons.
styles used by Harris, Andre Williams, and Tahj this time.
Eagles? next challenge will be to secure their first
Both through the air and on the ground the Eagles Kimble will help this weekend.
ACC victory.
If the Eagles keep a balanced attack and use all of Pierre-Louis steps up
?This being our second ACC game,we?re looking
have multiple opportunities to exploit the Wake
their offensive weapons, they shouldn?t havetrouble
Forcing one turnover and returning another 96 forward to playing Wake Forest; we know they?re a
defense.
yards for a score are great ways to make noise on the good team, but we want to use that momentum [from
Coming off a great game against UMass, wide moving down the field and putting up points.
out Colin Larmond, Jr. should influence Saturday?s
defensive end. Linebacker Kevin Pierre-Louis did last weekend] to go into this weekend and get our
Stopping Wake
game heavily.
just that against UMass, and his teammates noticed. first ACC win,? Fletcher said.
are
two
to
Speed
stress
on
Lars
Anand
the
the
Luke
Last year,it took a five-game losing streak for the
trickery
keys
Kuechly commentedon the incredible speed
puts
major
?It
the secondary,? said
Pierre-Louis showed against the Minutemen.
derson when asked about the effect his teammate?s Wake Forest offense.
Eagles to rattle off five straight wins in return. This
?I think Kevin?s speed is definitely one of his year, BC is hoping to get on a similar streak to get
big play ability will have. ?Having a guy like Colin
?They?re real fast,? cornerback Donnie Fletcher
who?s real explosive like that, he can be a big play said. ?Number two [Chris Givens] and three [Mistrengths,? Kuechly said. ?He?s got speed buthe?s also back to playing football the way it knows how.
threat every time. The tight ends should get some chael Campanaro] are real fast, speedy guys.?
?Spaz always talks abouthow you can?t treat a win
got a quickburst.That?s one thing a lot of guys don?t
Givens and Campanaro have both performed have: that ability to burst from one to five.?
balls, especially with Colin out there.?
any different than a loss,? Kuechly said. ?When we
Pierre-Louis will need to step up even more to had those three losses, we definitelyweren?t thinking
Quarterback Chase Rettig can comfortablylook well so far. Givens is averaging 122 yards per game
to hit Larmond deep, and Swigert in the slot, with
andhas three totaltouchdowns, whileCampanaro is make an impact against a very talentedand quick about those during the week.You think aboutit now,
Chris Pantale and Anderson finding gaps from averaging 86 yards and has two touchdowns.Wake Wake Forest offense.
it?s going to impact what you?re doing this week.?
?More than anything, it?s just a confidence
the tight end position. Rettig is facing a defensive has the ability to attack BC with short passes, like
booster,? Kuehcly added. ?But you can?t be content
front that only has two sacks through three games Duke and Northwestern, using multi-backsets, but Other notes
and doesn?t create a lot of pressure. But, as Swigert Givens and Campanaro can break open big plays
Montel Harris now trails Derrick Knight?s all- with just getting that one [win].?
time BC rushing record by 98 yards. He came into
noted, Wake?s strength is their secondary.
downfield, too.
With their newfound attitude, the Eagles have
to
to
1,003
and
not
afraid
to
routes
The
also
need
be
for
Wake
the
season
short
of
the
all
time
ACC
Eagles
ready
yards
jump
the mentality to be a different team on the field.
?They?re very big
at all,? Swigert said.
throw in some trick plays.
rushing record, but it would take about 120 yards They may not be perfect, but they will be confident.
?Watching Wake Forest, they?re always known per game for the rest of the season to reach that The first win may haveprovided that ?fix? the Eagles
The Boston College receivers plan on using
for
were looking for. n
havingsomethingthey?ll pull out of the bag and mark now. n
doublemoves and consistent route running to take
/

Offense clicks heading into key match-up with Wake
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EDITORS? PICKS

The Week Ahead

Standings

Football looks for its first ACC win
against WakeForest.Field hockeytakes
ona top opponent,Duke.Men?s soccer
travels to North Carolina State, while
women?s soccer will takeon Clemsonon
theroad.The ACC match-up oftheweek
isClemsonat VirginiaTech.

Recap from Last

Chris Marino

13-2

Heights Staff

12-3

Paul Sulzer

10-5

Greg Joyce

10-5

Game of the Week
Football

Football got itsfirst win of the season
over UMass. Men?s soccer defeated
URI Fridaynight, whilewomen?s soccer
edged outMaryland in OT on Thursday.
Field hockeybeat Virginiain overtime.
The Packers trumped the Bears in
Chicago.

Guest Editor:
Lindsay Grossman

Wake Forest vs.

Layout Editor

Boston
College

This Saturday,the footballteam will face off against
ACC foe Wake Forest. Coming off a victory over
the University of Massachusetts, 45-17, the Eagles

?Can I change my position to SassEditor??

will look to build off their first win of the season.

Paul Sulzer
Sports Editor

This Week?s Games
Football:Wake Forest at Boston College

Greg Joyce
Assoc. Sports Editor

Chris Marino
Asst. Sports Editor

Lindsay Grossman

Layout Editor

BC

BC

BC

Wake Forest

Duke

BC

Duke

BC

Men?s Soccer: No. 13BC at NC State

BC

BC

BC

BC

Women?s Soccer:No. 7 BC at Clemson

BC

BC

BC

BC

Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

Clemson

Clemson

Field Hockey: No.9 Duke vs. No. 8 BC

College Football: No. 13 Clemson at No. 11 Virginia Tech

Defensively, the team dominatedthe Minutemen by
returning two fumble recoveries for scores. Quarterback Chase Rettig alsothrewfor three touchdowns.
The Demon Deacons arecoming in witha two-game
winning streak behind the excellent play of sophomore quarterback Tanner Price. Price hasthrownfor
867 yards and six touchdowns.The Eagleswill try to
win their first ACC contest of the year.

Saturday, 12:30pm

Men?s soccer shuts down Brown
Soccer, from
BC goalkeeper Justin Luthy turned away all three
of Brown?s shots on the day to record his third full
shutout of the 2011 campaign. This game was the
second in a row in which the Eagles did not allow a
goal, as they also blanked the University of Rhode
Island last Friday.
?The defense hasbeen absolutelygreat,? Kelly said.
?Ryan Dunn has been huge for us in the back. Even
withoutChris Ager, we?ve still managedtokeep clean
sheets, partly because we?re getting a lot of minutes
and a lot of input from a lot of different guys. Guys
are really stepping up when we need them.?
The victory over Brown was made thatmuch more
impressiveby theabsence of some key starters for the
Eagles. Injuries forced BC?s two captains, center midfielder Conor Fitzpatrick and center defenderChris
Ager, to sit out Tuesday evening?s game altogether,

whilekey midfielderKyle Bekker was forced to come
off the bench. Perhaps due to the injuries, Kelly used
only threesubstitutesfor the entire match, compared
to Brown?s seven.
The win over Brown is doublyimportant for the
Eagles as they prepare to take on the second half of
theirregular season schedule. This eight-game stretch
to finish the season includes six ACC matches and
two tough meetings with cross-city rivals, Harvard
and Boston University.
Summing up his team?s winning effort,Kelly said,
?It was a good performance in a difficult place to
play. [Brown] is a talented, physical team especially
at homeand we had a coupleof injuries, with the two
captains out. We were much better in the second half

playing very well right now.?
The Eagles finish up their three-game road trip
this Friday, when they take on North Carolina State
in Raleigh at 7 p.m. n
and are

Alex TrAuTwig

/
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Tamer has given theBC defensethe strength it needs to navigate a tough schedule so far. The Eagles allow 1.7 goals per game.

Tamer quadruples scoring output
Tamer, from AlO
Carla,? headcoach Ainslee Lamb said. ?I think it?s always
fun to see a senior who has workedreally hard finally
have that year whereit just all comes together for them.
She?s played great in big games,she?s a coach out there
on the field, she?s an incredible leader, and she?s really
just a great player.?
Being a great player alonewouldbe a great story for
Tamer, but she brings so much more to the tablethan
just her talent.She brings a great attitude, immense
knowledge of the game,and an incredible work ethic
to the field every day. Playing on a roster thatcontains
12 underclassmen, leadership and experienceare at a
bit of a premium. Luckily for the Eagles, Tamer brings
both.
?We often talk about natural leaders,? Lamb said,
?and I think Carla is exactly that.She?s theheart of the
team out there, she knows the game, and she?s been
great with the younger players. There?s no question
she?s passed downher work ethic to some of our underclassmen, whichhas really helped to put us in the
position we are in today.?
Tamer has indeed been a great captain for the

Alex TrAuTwig / heighTS ediTor

Justin Luthy recorded his second straight shutout on Tuesday, stopping three shots in a 2-0 victory over Brown.

Eagles. Her eight goals this year are four times as many
as shehad in her first three seasons combined.Herpoint
total is nearlyfive times greater. Therole of captain can
be an extra burden to bear, but she has seize therole.
?I?m usually a playerwho takesa whileto get going,?
Tamer said. ?It takes a few gamesbefore I really hit my
stride. But when we votedfor captains this spring and
I was chosen, I knew I had to be out there right away
making plays. It?s been a lot of fun so far. It?s a role that
I?ve really embraced. We have a lot of young players
out there and it?s my job to be out there helping them
make plays.?
Despite the fact that she has alreadyenjoyed enormous success both on and off the field this season,
Tamer refuses to be satisfied. Despite playing in argu-

ably the toughest conference in the nation, she has set
a lofty goal for the Eagles this year.
?We want to make the NCAA tournament this
year,? she said. ?We didn?t make it last year and it?s
a really tough tournament to get into, but that?s our
goal. You look at our schedule and Maryland, North
Carolina, and Virginia are always there. But we?ve
played somereally good teams so far and we?ve looked
pretty good against them. So we?re setting our sights
high this year.?
Making the tournament is a lofty goal indeed.Only
16 teams make the tournament every year, and last
year threeof the last four teams were from the ACC.
Lamb stressed the importance of every game on the
schedule, and mentioned just how crucial Tamer will
be for the stretchrun.
?Essentially we?re in a single elimination tournament every gameright now,? Lamb said. ?Every game
we play right now is really a must-win. Carla is a great
competitor. She really hates to lose. Coming down the
stretch,

we?ve

got some great opportunitiesto get into

the tournament, and we allneed to havethat mentality
and reallybring it every game.?
With eight games remaining before the ACC
tournament gets underway, the Eagles are still facing
a number of difficult games against nationallyranked
opponents. In these cruciallastfew weeksof theregular
season, the Eagles need their stars to step up if they
hope to achieve their goals.
Tamer has been BC?s best player this entire season,
andshe hasbeen everythingthe team could have hoped
for as a captain. She?s come a long way since her knee
injury and is playing the best field hockey of her life.
She has the respect and the admiration of both her
teammates and her coaching staff, but is not content
with what she has accomplished so far.
With the senior continuing to lead her team as they
come down the stretch, it?s tough to bet against the
Eagles making a tournament run. n

Brew i Gril e
Chestnut Hill Avenue, Brighton, MA 02135

617-566-1880
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Tamer has goneon the offensive this season, scoring eight goalsthrough 10 games. She scored twice in her first three years.
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Beantown
excellence
extends to BC

CHRIS MARINO
Boston is the city of champions. As

much as New York and Los Angeles
want to convince you that they are the
best sports cities, no one holds a candle
to Beantown. ESPN the Magazine will
dedicate its Oct. 3 front cover and a
large portion of its content to the last
decade of Boston sports. The headline of
the issue describes it as ?America?s Most
Dominant Sports City.?
Starting with the unbelievable Super
Bowl win of the 2001 New England
Patriots and ending with the most recent
Stanley Cup title for the Boston Bruins,
the city has become the most envied
place in all of sports. Tom Brady, Big
Papi, the Big Three, and Timmy Thomas
are just some of the iconic figures to
have graced the city with their talents.
And while the ESPN cover does my
hometownproud with its decorativedisplay of a championship ring from each
team, the issue got me to think about
how Boston College?s athletic dominance
in the past decade or so was snubbed in
the discussion of titles. The Eagles may
not necessarily be an NCAA Final Four

men?s
heading to
the BCS national championship at this
point, but they have had some very sucbasketballcandidate or

cessful teams in

the past decade.
Few schools can claim as successful a
men?s hockey program as the one on the
Heights. In the past decade, head coach
Jerry York has led his team to the most
NCAA tournament championship wins
and Frozen Fours. In 2001, the Eagles

beat North Dakota with a thrilling
overtime effort, 3-2. Again, in 2008, they
dominated Notre Dame, 4-1, afterreaching the finals the previous two seasons.
At the end of the 2010 season, they came
back once more to lock up their decadelong reign over college hockey with 5-0
win over Wisconsin.
Entering the seasonranked fifth, the
Eagles have become a juggernaut under
York?s watch. They deserve mention as
another one of Boston?s top teams.

Adding to the school?s success on
Kelley Rink, the women?s ice hockey
team was also able to make an impact

Eagles? psyche to be tested against Wake Forest
BY GREG JOYCE
Assoc. Sports Editor
?Ain?t nothing going on that a win
can?t fix.? This mantra, introduced by
offensive coordinatorDave Brock to the
Boston Collegefootball team, may be the
overarching theme the rest of the way in
the final eight games of the season. The
Eagles are hoping that their 0-3 start can
be a distantmemoryafter last week?s 4517 shellacking of UMass, as they look to
continue their winning ways this weekend
against Wake Forest.
The psyche of the team is much
improved after getting that elusive first

on

title hopes.
Moving from the ice to the pitch, the

women?s

soccer program has also been
a championship-caliber team in the last
decade. In the 2010 season, the Eagles

played their way into the College Cup.
This was the first time the team made
the Final Four in the program?s history.
Despite losing to the top-seededStanford in the semifinals, head coach Alison
Foley helpedto once more establish BC
as a strong asset to the Boston sports
scene.

And despite this season?s lack of
success, it?s hard to argue against the
football program?s strong track record.
The Eagles have been a mainstay in bowl
season. Since 1999, the team has been
to a bowl game every year, ranging from

win, which may prove dividends going
forward.
?It feels great,? tight end Lars Anderson
said.?No matter who it?s against, a win is
a win, and hopefully we can just build on
this and keep the ball rolling.?
?It feels good,? added field corner
Donnie Fletcher. ?A lot of guys havebeen
working hard out there, and we?ve been
working hard as a team. It feels good to
get our first win, knowing some of that
hard work is paying off.?
?It feels awesome,? echoed wideout
Bobby Swigert. ?It?s a complete 180 from
whatwe?ve been like the past threeweeks.
The mindset in the locker room is differ-

Heights

Staff

to be corrected on the field, but the win
turns the team mentality into a positive

one instead of focusing on mistakes.

?Losing maximizes the problem,? Anderson said.?Losing for threeweeks in a
row to teams that we felt like we should
have beat just didn?t sit well with us, and
we knew we had to change it. I think the
ball?s rolling finally, and we?re headed in
the right direction.We just had to get that
feeling back in our stomachs.?

Though Saturday?s win over UMass
was nowhere near a perfect game, it did
set the building blocks for a turnaround
psychologically.The feeling of a win can
go a long way for such a young team, and
the veterans on the team recognize that.
?I think a lot of it?s psychological,?
Anderson said. ?Especially with kids our
age, you have to get the feeling back. We
know what it takes.BC?s been a winning
have that first win is huge.?
?I think [the improved attitude]
showed up after the game, definitely,?
Luke Kuechly said. ?Everyone was like
program. To

See Football, A8

With expectations understandably
high going into last season?s NCAA tournament, the Boston College men?s soccer
team traveled to Providence, RI, to face
Brown University in the opening round,
only to see their season end with a devastating 2-1 loss. This Tuesday evening,
on the same field that the Eagles finished
2010, they earned a measure of revenge
with a quality 2-0 victory to move to 7-2-0
on the year.
?Oh, for sure there was a bit of a revenge factor,? head coach Ed Kelly said.
?100 percent. We wanted to gobackthere
and rectify things and prove that we were
capable of winning at that field against
Brown. It was a great rematch where we
had to prove that we couldwin there, and
the boys lived up to the challenge.?

The first half of the match passed
uneventfully for each side, as both teams
managed five shots on goal, but none
could find the back of the net.
In the 57th minute, however, the
game began to pick up, as Brown earned

a corner kick. Nothing was to come of
the corner, but the Eagles immediately

capitalized on the swing in play.

Junior Colin Murphy tracked downthe
ball and played it over the top of the defense to freshmanDiego Medina-Mendez.
Medina-Mendeztookthe longpass down
and fired it past the Brown goalkeeper,
Sam Kernan-Schloss, for his third goal
of the season.
After recording his second assist of the
year,Murphy continuedto makehis mark
on the match when, 16 minutes later, a

blocked effort by teammate Kyle Bekker
fell to him. Murphy unleashed a shot that
clanged off the post and kept the Eagles
lead at one.
Barely three minutes after Murphy?s
near-miss, junior forward Charlie Rugg
all but put the Bears away. Rugg?s teamleading sixth goal of the season came off
whatcoach Kelly describedas a ?beautiful
pass? from senior Steven Rose. The forwardtook the feed from Rose and calmly
slotted it in the left side of the net for the
second and final goal
alex TrauTwig / heighTS ediTor

See Soccer, A9

Freshman Diego Medina-Mendezripped a shot past the Brown keeper for his third goal of the year.

Field hockey captain Tamer
emerges as offensive threat

recent Kraft

made the bowl games, they have

also had relative success with a record
of 8-4.
So, of course professional sports are
more watchedand more appreciated
by the majority of sports fans. It would

BY STEVEN PRINCIPI

be a mistake, however, to forget BC?s
athletic success in the last decade. A
look at John Muse?s brick wall-like ability
between the pipes or Matt Ryan?s perfect
spiral in the corner of the end zone can

Heights Staff

evoke similar feelings to Thomas? epic
performance in the Stanley Cup finals or
Brady?s last minute drives in the Super
Bowl.
Boston has been the sports city of the

decade.There?s no denying it. But don?t
forget about the teams that play right
on campus. They, too, haveplayed liked

champions.

Chris Marino is the Assistant Sports Editor of The Heights. He can be reached at

happy. We just gotta keep
working no matter what, and hopefully we
can feel that way again next week.?
Headcoach Frank Spaziani will be the
first one to say that there are still things

BC gets revenge against Brown

Fight Hunger Bowl. Not only has the
team

ent. Everyone?s

MEN?S SOCCER

BY ANDREW KLOKIW

the national level last season. Reaching the Frozen Four after tying a school
single-season record with 24 wins, the
Eagles were competitive into the final
seconds of the semifinals against No. 1
Wisconsin thanks to senior goalkeeper
Molly Schaus. Tied 2-2 in the final minute of the game, the Badgers were able to
put one past Schaus, ending the Eagles?

the Insight Bowl to the most

alex TrauTwig / heighTS ediTor

A healthy Montel Harrishas brought a spark to a previously listless Eagles offense. His presence is felt both in the backfield and on the sideline, wherehis optimistic outlook has teammates feeling upbeat.

alex TrauTwig / heighTS ediTor

Although sheis responsible for leadingthe defense, Tamer has also scored a team-high eight goals.

Football notebook: Offense clicks
INSIDE SPORTS
Chase
with wideouts
THIS

Just by glancing at the Boston College
field hockey team?s schedule, you can tell it
has been a special season so far. The team
has wins over nationallyranked teams from
UConn and Boston University, alongwith
a narrow overtime defeat to defending
championMaryland.
The team is 7-3, No. Bin the nation,
and has dominated its opponents in most
of its games. But this team is special for
more than just having a winning recordand
some impressive wins. What really makes
this year?s team specialis the emergenceof
senior captain Carla Tamer as a force.
Tamer?s first two seasons with theEagles
were far from perfect. After struggling to

The Commonwealth Classic

find playing time as a freshman, she suffered a season-endingknee injury halfway
through her sophomore campaign.
Things started to turn in her junior
year when she started in every game and
establishedherself as a defensivepresence,
but something was missing in her offensive
game, as she only scored one goal.
Whatever that something was, Tamer
has discovered it. Through the first 10
games of her senior season, Tamer has
obliteratedall of her personalrecords. She
leads the team in goals (eight), points(19),
and in shots (29). It?s been nothing short of
a magicalstart for the senior back, and one
that has madeher supporters very happy.
?It?s been very exciting to see this for

See Tamer, A9
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Zooey D:
Please read
this column

SIERINg

DARREN RANCK
Dear Zooey Deschanel,
I hope this message sees you
well. First of all, let me say, with
no hidden agenda or remorse, I
consider myself an avid fan of your
work. From your early work as
Anita, the free spirited older sister
in Almost Famous, to your utterly
charming work in the advertising
campaign for Oliver Peoples glasseswear, you completely enchant and
engage me. I mean, as someone
who cannot stand wearing glasses,

1. RISQUE RIHANNA

?To Catch a Tuesday? made me
want to invest in several frames

just to look as effortlessly cool as
you and M. Ward.
Your reputation precedes you.
Not since Doris Day has Hol-

lywood welcomedsuch a triple
threat a singer, a thespian, and
a complete charmer. People have
thrown around the characteristic
?adorkable,? equal parts dork and
?

adorable, to describe your persona,
but I think that undercuts your

ability to create some hardened
characters. For those not familiar
with your devastating work as the
innocent and thoughtfulNoel in
All the Real Girls, you became a
fixture in film with a frankly, iconic
portrayal in (500) Days of Summer as the enigmatic, frustrating,
heartbreaking,and addicting titular

2. ROCK HALL OF FAME

Somethingyou don?t see on your farm everyday: a scantily clad
Rihanna. Whilefilming a music video on a Northern Ireland
farm this week, she was asked by the farm owner to cover up.
Respecting the wishesof theChristian farmer, the hip-hop queen
andher crew packed up their things andparted ways. Was there
anybadblood? ?I had a conversation withRihanna; we parted on
goodcompany,? said the farmer to local newspapers. Apparently

Though most have a love/haterelationship with the ?Bos and
?9os music scene, it seems like there?s still a good amount of
people out there still sporting the leather jacket and shag
hairdo.On Tuesday, theRock andRoll Hallof Fame announced
that Gen Y rockers Gun ?n Roses, The Cure, Joan Jett, theRed

not everyone appreciates Good Girl Gone Bad.

Hot Chili Peppers, and theBeastie Boys will be up for nomination consideration in 2012, representing a smorgasboard of
rock culture: a littlebitof metal, punk, and alternative.

3. NOVEL IN A BOTTLE?
Call him the oldestsocial networker.While perhaps a few
of us have thrown a message in a bottle into the ocean,
Canadian Harold Hackett announced this week that he
has been compelled to throw over 4,800 buoyant notes
throughouthis life. From his myriadof messages, Hackett
has gotten over 3,100replies from all over theworld, some
taking over a decadeto return to his tiny fishing village on
Prince Edward Island. Receiving 150 Christmascards and
having severalpen pals across the globe,?Harold thebottle
man? has some serious connections. Mark Zuckerberg
could learn a thing or two from this guy.

character.
Let me be honest, though I
kind of hate Summer. Every time I
watch the movie, though, I recognize that while I hate Summer
I wouldstill want Summer. She?s
untouchable, like the love interest in a Greek epic poem. Plenty
of my female peers openly admit
to hating the movie, but every guy
I know who watches it loves it for
its innately sympathetic quality. It
breeded the more sensitive qualities of the bromance, if you will,
?

because who doesn?t want to lend
a ear to listen to the sad tales of
Joseph Gordon-Levitt? In other
words, I thank you for putting likability on the line to make a point
about those guys who are unlucky

4. FAREWELL ROONEY

5. BANNED BOOK WEEK

This Sunday marks the final episode of 60 Minutes that
famed reporter Andy Rooney will make his regular appearance. While many of us youngsters only know him
as the disgruntled old man who rambles on before our
favorite primetime shows, Rooney?s career in television

Book banning might sound strictly Puritan to most, but it
seems thatthere are some out there still looking to keep our
youth untainted.Every yearin thelast weekof September, the
American Library Association (ALA) sponsors ?Banned Books
Week? in an effort to raise awareness aboutthe extent ofliter-

will be remembered as one of the most storied tenures in
entertainment, having been a regular on 60 Minutes for
33 years and having worked with CBS for a mind-boggling
62 years. S&H tips our hat to you, Mr. Rooney, in all your
gloriousgrumpiness.

ary censorship in schools across the United States. This year
the ALA has noted that favoritessuch as The Hunger Games
and Water for Elephants have been the targets of many book
banners.But with the debaucheryof Snookiand the Situation
on TV, how much harm can Katniss Everdean really do?

SERIAL STORY

A BIRDIE

in love.
I write this letter to you not
simply for the purpose of effusive
praise (after 300 words, it should be
clear that I think you?re talented).
You deserve praise for perpetuating

my belief that film stars can deliver
their most noteworthy work on the
small screen. After two episodes, I
feel comfortable in calling New Girl
one of, if not the best, new comedy
of the season. Watching Tuesday?s
episode, I got the impression I was
watching a show with a completely
unique voice and direction, and
your own unique style obviously
inspired it. It?s at once quietly
quirky and comedicallybrash. As a
vehicle, it is, to a degree, tailored to
your style, and thus far, it?s working
to the network?s advantage,with
the show earning favorable reviews
and only an 8 percent drop in its
viewership. For the second week a
row, it?s held the No. 1 spot in the
10 p.m. timeslot.
In other words, it looks like Fox
has a hit on its hands, partly in
credit to you. With folks like you,
Alec Baldwin, Glenn Close, and
more bringing big screen talent to
the small screen, it showcases the
actors at their best. In weekly 22minute doses, the viewing audience
gets to revel in Zooey Deschanel
and her heart, humor, and winsome personality. It makes for a

completely delightful half hour.
Close and Baldwin have won Emmys for their small screen ventures.
It would be such a great thing to
watch you do the same, but I suppose we?ll see how the season plays
out. I feel certain the best is yet to
come, however.
In the meantime, I wish you the
best of luck in this new venture.

I?m sure you?ll be on the film reels
again soon, and I very much look
forward to spinning She and Him?s
Christmas album while I sip cocoa
next to the fireplace in Texas.
Best regards,
Darren Ranck
P.S.: I shamelessly hope you
actually read this letter, and if you
ever stop by Boston College, you
can find me any time you?d like in
McElroy 113.

Darren Ranck is the Arts & Review
editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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?There?s a gray area! There?s always room for debate! For error! Why do we always want to define the indefinable?

-

ATL

The plight of Professor Bartholomew Netrovsky
was auditing,of all things, his

18th century
German philosophyclass. She simply hated
Kant and was constantly prone to outbursts

ANA LOPEZ
Bart Netrovsky was tired. He was 27,
wait, 28minutes into the third GM432 (German Philosophy: Based on Reason or Right)

class of the semester and the sense of apathy
thathe could usuallystave off until near the
end of the hour was slowlyovertakinghim.
Catching a glance at himselfin the back of
one of his obviously distractedstudents metalliclaptop cases, Bart stopped.New lines
hadcreased themselvesinto his formerly
handsomecountenance, weighing downhis
light,patrician features and coloring even
more.

He rememberedthe days when hehad
been ?relevant,? whenstudents used to line
up for two solid hoursfor his office hours on
Tuesdaysand Thursdays, voraciously scanning ImmanuelKant?s Wikipedia page before they enteredhis office in a vain attempt
to hold an educated conversation with him.
He knew they didn?t want to discuss, they

justwanted to sit back and enjoy a personal
audience with the only man in the tri-state
area who had ?saved Eastern philosophies on

the brinkof ultimateirrelevanceand made
them not only contemporary, but compulsory? The Chronicle hadreally been too kind.
As heregained his awareness of the moment, and the three students passed out in
the back row, he noticed the doorin the far
corner of the windowlessroom creak open.
?

Inwalked two men, dressed in all white,
three-piecesuits with thin black ties cutting
downtheirmiddle, andpulled into neat little
knots. He had seen these men before well,
?

maybenot these exact men, but hehad
once spent months around an army of men
dressedin this manner and had not been
able to draw a differencebetweenany of
them. It was almostunsettling how so many
humanscould be trained to act so similarly.
But that was many moons ago,before the
linedface, before the students lined up to see
him, even. He had been a promising German
Ph.D. student at the University of Marburg,
in his second year, when he met her. She

in class where shewouldclaimexistence
couldn?t just bereasoned away like that.
?There?s a grayarea! There?s always room for
debate!For error! Why do we alwayswant to

definethe indefinable??
He hadn?t agreedwith her necessarily
he was much more prone to relying on the
safety net of therevelations of past thinkers
but he couldn?t denybeing insanely attracted to her. It tookhim half a semester to work
up the nerve to ask her out, to which she
responded, ?Don?t take this the wrong way,
but you?ll have to meet my parents. Iknow
it?s a first date, but trust me, it?s only possible
this way.? She gave him a dateand a time and
toldhim a car wouldbe sent to pick him up.
That weekend, the first of the men in
the white suits came to meet him, though
back then,their ties were much widerand
their suits more of an eggshell color.They
transportedhim to an estate larger thanthe
university atop Marburg?s largest hill, a hill
that invariably was drenched in a honey-colored sunlight every evening of the year. She
was waiting, smiling.
For being minor royalty in the fourth
largest economy in the world, Sophie?s
parents? were quiteinviting. They lovedthat
he was a scholar.Little did heknow, this was
onlybecause they knew his being a scholar
meant hehad a student visa that would
?

?

expiresoon and send him back to America
and Sophie back on the right path.
Theyspent the rest of the year inseparable, mixing moments of the greatest luxury,
chaperonedby the men in white suits, with
moments spent in worn jeans and sweaters,
taking his run-down moped through the Old

City.
The break-up had been suddenand
understandablebyhim only in hindsight,
after the creation of dozens of excuses and
reimaging of moments he had originally
regarded as fine, as almostallbreak-ups
are. She stoppedauditing classes, stopped
answering his calls, stopped sending cars

driven by the men in white suits. Two weeks
before heboarded a plane back to Seattle,
she was gonefor good.Maybe shehad been
right about underminingKant, heoften
thought, maybe some thingsreally couldn?t
be reasoned away.
But thathad been decadesago. Now,
like a dream sequence thatwouldleavehim
riled for days,a remnant of the past was in

his reality.
?You know, everyone,I really think we
need more personal time with thismaterial.
How about we dismissour groupsession for
today and everyonehead over to the library
and grapple with Feuerbach independently??
he said. The sound of notebooks slamming
shut stirred the slumbering students.
Shuffling his papers whilehe triedto
muster an opening linefor the men in white
suits that were approachinghim, he cut a
small sliver in his ring finger.The tiny line
becameround with blood.
?BartholomewNetrovsky?? the man to
the left asked.
?Uh, yes, that?s me.?
?Would you mind coming with us?
We have a messagefrom Duchess Sophia.
There?s someone she?d like you to meet.?
?Right, fine. I?m free, I suppose.? It was no
use to play coy with these men, they weren?t
Sophie. Theyhadn?t hurt him irreparably.
They led him to a car waiting outsideand
drovefor nearlyan houroutside of the city,
to the foothills of Mt. Rainier, to another
estate ona hill. But this time, honey-colored
sunshine didn?t permeate everything the
cold, rainy Seattle air met him abruptly.
Entering the estate, the men motioned
for Bart to turn a corner, where, sitting anxiously in a mammotheasy chair was Herman
Sherbert one of his studentsfrom years
ago who had never finishedhis degree.
?Professor Netrovsky??
?Herman??
?

?how could greece
be so short on cash?
they?re making $2O/
day off me in yogurt
revenue alone!?
@JoaN_rivers (JoaN rivers,

comediaN)

?i have no idea

why

comedy central

decided to roast
charlie sheen. the
man is already fried.?
@JeNNyslate2s (JeNNy slate,

comediaN)

?whever i listen
to the soundtrack
from drive my pants
automatically fly
off #gosling #mating?

@clairesuddath(claire

suddath,

?time? writer)

?at&t has started
cell service in 6 nyc
subway stations.
that?s great. maybe
they?ll do it above
ground

one day too.?

?

AnaLopez is an editorfor The Heights.
She can be reached at arts@bcheights.
com.

submit your favorite
tweets of the week
for coNsideratioN at
artseditorsll@gmail.com.
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Wilco displays its 'Whole' spectrum of great talents

CHARTTOPPERS

BY MOLLY MOLTZEN
For the Heights

1 Moves Like Jagger
Maroon 5
2 Someone Like You
Adele
3 Pumped Up Kicks
Foster the People
4 Party Rock Anthem
LMFAO
5 Stereo Hearts

The new album starts off with
the heavily experimental guitar-

laden sounds of ?Art of Almost.?
While it is certainlya goodstarting
point and an interesting showcase
for theband?s instrumental talents,
it is not one of the best songs on
the album. That title would be
bestshared by the tracks?Dawned
On Me,? ?Open Mind,? and the
incredible end piece, ?One Sunday
Morning (Song for Jane Smiley?s
Boyfriend).? ?Dawned On Me?
Wilco managesto accomplish with proves again Tweedy?s somewhat
their eighth studio album The simplistic but emotionally driven
Whole Love blending the variety and touching writing style. On the
of musical influences with a dash track he sings, ?I can?t help it if I fall
of experimentation and poignant in love with you again / I?m calling
lyrics.
just to let you know it dawned on
One of the bands that emerged me? over an up-tempo beat that
from the ?9os alt-rock revolution,
occasionallyuses whistling(somewas
in
Wilco
formed
Chicago how it works, I promise).
and named itself after the aviaThe band?s folk/country roots
tion radio voice acronym for ?will
are well on display in ?Open Mind?
a lovelorn ballad in which the
comply.? Despite beingfavorites of
most music critics, the band has
emotion in Tweedy?s voice is so
gone through many setbacksboth thick it could not be more evident if
professionallyand personallysince it pounded the listener in the face.
its creation. This includes being Much like a closing pitcher put in
to finish the game with a solid win,
dropped by Warner Brothers Records in 2001 and lead singer and the long in both title and time
songwriter Jeff Tweedy?s painkiller (over 12 minutes!) ?One Sunday
addiction in 2004. In the face of Morning (Song for Jane Smiley?s
these issues however, the band was Boyfriend)? finishes the album
able to release two of theirgreatest on a solid note. Written about
albums (2002?s Yankee Hotel Foxthe death of his father, Tweedy
trot and 2004?s A Ghost Is Born), reflects on lifeand religion against
and continuedto make great music a melodicbackdrop that seems to
overall with their latest release be the exact definitionof the word
?bittersweet? formatted into song.
being no exception.

If one was to Google the band
Wilco, without knowing anything
about them, the different genres
the band is listed as ? from alternative to indie rock to folk to
(even) experimental country ? a
person might be curious to how, if
it was evenpossible, to incorporate
these differentstyles in one unique
sound. However, that is just what

SingleS

Gym Class Heros
6 Sexy And I Know It
LMFAO

7 We Found Love
Rihanna

8 Without You
David Guetta
9 You and I

?

?

Lady Gaga
10 Cheers

Rihanna

TOP ALBUMS

-

?

-

-

courTeSy
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Jeff Tweedy and his Wilcobandmates push the limits on ?The WholeLove,? a stunning new work from the alt-band.

vastly better than

When he sings, ?Bless my mind I

a song emitting from an ice cream

mean it is not

miss

truck instead of somethingwritten
by Grammy-winning musicians.
Also, therepetition of lyrics on the

many albums that have come out
recently or not worth a listen to at
all. In fact, it is because of albums
like this that Wilco continues to

told how to live? one
can sense the deeploss thatpermeates

/ Being

the song.
the contrast,

that they become detrimental to
the music and, for lack of a better
word, cheesy. This is evidenced in
a song like ?Capital City? whose

song ?I Might? seems to extendto
the point where it is borderlineobnoxious.Overall, the main critique
one would have to make of this
album is that it is not as significant
or as groundbreaking for Wilco as
something like Yankee Hotel Fox-

tune reminds me more at times of

trot was. However, that does not

On

some

of Wil-

co?s

signature experimental styles
can be emphasized in such ways

solidify their reputation for consistently producing great works
of music. So while other early ?9os
bands may fall by the wayside (that
applies perfectly to Pavement and
R.E.M.), Wilco continues to show
the ?Love.? n

1 Duets II
Tony Bennett
2 Own the Night
Lady Antebellum
3 21
Adele
4 Unbroken
Demi Lovato
5 The Carter IV
Lil Wayne
Source:Billboard.com

Switchfoot fails to exceed expectations on the bland 'Vice Verses'
BY MATT MAZZARI
For the Heights

the genre?s charming something.
Others find themselves put-off
when they discover a song they

the band is quintessentialChristian rock and a major pioneering
force in the field. By generalcon-

Christian Rock has alwaysbeen
dividing force among
music listeners, ever since the
early ?9os decided it would be a
cool thing to throw at us. Some

enjoy is Christian rock, as if the
thing is cheapened because now
they feel weird trying to pick up
chicks with it.

sensus, the band is best known for

a sort of

people can?t helpbut be wooedby

Whether or not everyoneknew
Switchfootback in seventh grade,

its hits ?Dare You to Move? and ?I
Can?t Rememberthe Name But It
Totally Was a Thing.? It?s been a
while since Switchfoot has made
a noteworthy move, and

their lat-

est

album, Vice Verses, struggles
under any sort of weighty examination from the very get-go.
So let?s delve into the fidgeting

being part of thefaith scene. Songs
like the aforementioned?Restless?
and the title track often stoop to
clunky, overplayed imagery, like

conscience of Switchfoot?s Vice
Verses. First of all, the sound is

pensive walks on an empty shore.

never particularly daring, but the
formula is more than acceptable.

The members of Switchfoot have
always had a reliable aptitude for
catchy, unoffending choruses you
can always recognize when your
mother sings along to them tunelessly in the car. Almost everyone
will immediately recognize the
clean cut and dawdling electric
riffs on songs like ?Restless? and
?Thrive.? Verses occasionally ventures beyond into heavier sound,
particularly in the screechy headbanger ?Dark Horses? and the
darkly toned ?Selling the News.?
However, it?s never long into the
songbefore theband retreats to its
less-ambitious comfort zone. All
six people who were anticipating

courTeSy
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Christian rock superstars, the members of Switchfoot retreats to a ?less-ambitious comfort zone? on their new disc.

Switchfoot?s triumphant return
are sure to be deeply satisfied with
the group?s consistency.
What audiences might not be
as ready for is the preachy and
often biblical lyricism of a band
not considered by thepublic eye as

The message most repeatedly
hammered into the listeners ears
comes from the second track,
?The Original,? a song about casting off the expectationsof society
and just being yourself. Overall,
Switchfoot does very little musical explorationon its journey, essentiallyappearing content to just
hang out with a tired sound.
However, when all is said and
done, the lyrics are not really so
unpalatable. The Christian theme
on the whole is curbed completely
withinreason, and hardlyever enters thedreadedrealmof the hamfist. Truth be told, it is not really
Switchfoot?s fault that the album
has the sticking power of sandpaper; it?s more the fault of the genre.
Christianrock aims to capture the
brazen, unabashed soulfulness
of traditional gospel, but has to
content with not wanting to make
anyone feel uncomfortable. The
result of this conflict-of-interest
has the effect of applying a damp
towel to a roaring fire: the pas-

cold-bloodedly
suffocated. Gospel was intended
to be explosive and cathartic, yet
beautiful in its rambling simplicity. Steady, unbroken verse and
tame electric guitar work can do
nothing but run interference to a
rollicking good song about Jesus.
It?s not that the idea itself
doesn?t hold water, it just needs to
be done differently...and by more
talented people. For example,
Led Zeppelin?s most noteworthy
Gospel interpretation is ?In My
Time of Dying,? an 11-minute
long triumph in face-shattering
drums, maddening slide guitar,
brain-thumpingbass and wailing,
full-bodied pleas to St. Peter and
Gabriel. If you?re going to make
a song about how much you love
God, make it a song you can feel
deep in your bones. Doesn?t the
subject matter sort of lend itself
sion is swiftly and

to that?

being a leading
the Christian rock community, has the potential to shed
the pasty PR of its namesake and
evolve. To do so, however, it will
need to sacrifice some safety for
the sake of bringing honest passion to the noise. n
Switchfoot,

name in

Blink pushes through some hard times with striking new music
BY TAYLOR CAVALLO
For the Heights
Unfortunately for those of
us who listened to Blink 182
once upon a time (also known
as middle school), once the
past indeed has passed it can
never be again. Neighborhoods,

Blink-182?s sixth studio album,
does not have the same edgy and
raw attitude that the pop-punk
bands? albums usuallydo, which
was initiallydisappointingto say
the least. However, as a band,
Blink 182 has been through a
lot, including a three-year hiatus, a cancer diagnosis, and the
death of a close friend (DJ AM),

and this album does reflect a
certain growth in their music. It
is one that fans may or may not
appreciate, but it demonstrates
a growth nonetheless. This album is definitely not the Blink
audiences have grown up with in
the ?9os. The only thing that has
definitelyremained the same is
tatted-up Travis Barker?s ripping furiously (and amazingly)
at his drum set.
All ten tracks on Neighborhoods certainly express some
sort of angst, yet it isn?t the

kind that us pre-teens used to
relate to. This angst is filled with
deeply troubledand darkscenarios, with frequent allusions and

band). There are also frequent
references to the act of ?dancing?
in numerous songs, which is not
something usually associated

references to death, depression,
and drug addiction. In typical
Blink fashion, there isn?t much
metaphorical language: everything Mark, Tom, and Travis
want to say is made clear, as it
always is. In ?Mh 4.18.2011? (a

with the band members.
?Up All Night? and ?After

cryptic and intriguing title) the
chorus ?Hold on, the worst is yet
to come? / Hold strong, when
everything you loved is gone?
is certainly not reflective of the
energetic and vivacious trio we
once knew.

The beautifully dark lyrthroughout the album are
definitely appreciated, yet when
paired with the bands still light
pop-punk sound, there is a clear
disconnect, and this is the bigics

gest problem with the album.

The incongruent relationship

between the dark lyrics and the
light sound occasionally creates
a cheesy, Yellowcard-esque effect, which is never, ever a good
thing. These lyrics would fair
much better in a mellower,contemplative, acoustic record (also
probably one made by a different

Midnight? are the two singles
off the album, but they give the
albuma lackluster impression, as
they are devoidof that Blink energy and are not even examples
of their newfound andprofound
lyricism. The first song of the
album, ?Ghost On the Dance
Floor,? is a particularly striking
song emphasizing the painful
nostalgic feelings associated
with hearing a song that conjures up memories of someone
you love. The tragic line, ?I felt
you here tonight / but dreams
can?t all be real,? is like a dagger straight to the heart of any
listener. ?Natives,? the albums

The head bobbing track ?This Is
Home,? is an easy-listeningsong
that mentions ?dancing in perfect
harmony? and is the most strikingly un-Blink-like track of the
album, particularly due to the
bubbly, poppy ?oh, oh, oh?s.? The
cliche title ?Love is Dangerous?
could also be a bit too cheesy
for the tastes of some die-hard

Blink fans.
Blink-182 connoisseurs who
are too in love with their occasionally crude (but loved),
humorous and high energy music
may not appreciate this album as
it is so strikingly different from
what theband has deliveredin the
past. Blink 182 has always been a
fun, yet whiny, hate to admit you

still love, sing/scream in your car
with only your friends kind of
band,however,fans who are willing to grow and changewith the
band will value this long awaited
album as a symbol of Blink?s ever
continuing musical life, and perhaps it is the symbol that is the
most meaningful think to take
away from Neighborhoods.

second track, gives us strongest
reminder of Blink?s musical
past, referring to a relationship
filled with miscommunication
and tension, feeling like horrific

?Jekyll and Hyde,? and a threat
to ?never come home? (there?s
that rebel pre-teen spirit!), but
even this song has a more mature
feeling than those of the past.

courTeSy
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Triumphingover loss, Blink 182 returns with ?Neighborhoods,? a pleasantly solideffort in an otherwise stellar career.

RADIO SINGLES BY MARC FRANCIS
Rihanna ft. Calvin Harris
?We Found Love?
Calvin Harris, Scottish beat master, pairs up
with our versatile pop star Rihanna in this
celebratory club anthem from the songstress?
upcoming album. The lyrics are scarce, yet
leave an endearing impact who wouldn?t
want to discover love in a ?hopeless place??
The electronic synths and pop structure
combine withRihanna?s angelic voice to
produce yet another sure hit.

Daughtry
?Crawling back to You?

Coldplay
?Paradise?
The Vivala Vida band has returned with the
second single from their upcoming album Mylo
Xyloto. Chris Martinhas proven his mastery
over theemotional ballad yet again with a
soothing exhilaration throughout the bombastic
chorus. The gentle song tells a harsh story of
reality, reminding of the ?paradise? we all run
to in tough times,but leaves us wondering if
running is truly the best choice.

The American Idol alum has a reputationfor his
catchy, pop-rock tunes and the song will satisfy
current fans of the group, although the band
has brought nothing new to the scene. even the
theme is recycled?as if none of us have heard
a song about loving an ex. The same chorusbuildup and vocal register present in every
Daughtry song make for a lackluster comeback.
So much for artistic progression.
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Community
Help

Download our app at the iTunes Store.

wanteD

Help

Babysitter wanted for sweet sixmonth-old Newton parents and
Boston College grads seek responsible, friendly BC student for
babysitter. Must be available some
weekdays and weekends. Car is
a plus, but not necessary. Please
have references available. E-mail
rcriccardella@gmail.com.
Looking for a responsible babysitter for our two children (8 and
11 -years-old). Tuesdays 4 p.m. 9
p.m. Responsibilities include taking
one of them to an afterschool activity
so a car and a good driving record
is a must. We live very close to BC.
demler@bu.edu.
-

Have you thought about adoption? Loving and devoted married
couple hoping to adopt. We hope
you will consider us in your options.
To learn more, please call us tollfree at 1-877-841-3748, or visit our
website www.roseanneandtim.com.
Please be assured all conversations are held in strict confidence.
With gratitude, Roseanne and Tim.
EAGLESNEEDJOBS.COM. We
need paid survey takers in Chestnut
Hill. 100 percent free to join! Click on

?Surveys.?

looking for part
looking for
plaCe

wanteD

time work?

a part time employee?

a ClaSSifieD in

tHe HeigHtS

Make waves
Leaders are always influencing and inspiring those around them. At Deloitte, every project you
touch can have lasting effects whether it?s delving into today?s toughest business challenges,
collaborating with leaders at our new learning center, Deloitte University, or putting your skills to
?

work for the greater good on one of our many pro bono efforts. Start the ripple effect.
To find out more information, visit www.deloitte.com/us/careers

Official Professional Services Sponsor

Professional Services

means audit, tax, consulting and

financialadvisory services.

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment withoutregard
sex, nationalorigin, or any other basis protected by federal, state or local law.

to race, color,

religion,

As used in this document,?Deloitte? means Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries. Please seewww.deloitte.com/us/about
for a detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries.
Certain services may not be available to attest clients under the rules and regulations of publicaccounting.

Copyright © 2011 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
36 USC 220506

Subscribe to The
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$17.99 per month / $54.99 per
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a
donald in
A DONALD
IN THE ROUGH

Although
actors whorap are not an
anomaly in today?s multifaceted world
of entertainment,Donald Gloverhas, in a seemingly
swift amount of time, amassed both critical and mass adulation
behind both of his careers. AsTroy on NBC?s sleeper-comedyCommunity, Glover
possesses a sort of impishly cocksure dispositionthatstrikes a chord with viewers.Likewise, as
therapper Childish Gambino, Gloverbrims with bravado,unafraid to take on the naysayers?It?s Nas? Illmatic
not Eddie Murphy?s Delirious?) whilerapping over tracksby Adele.Since 2008, Gloverhas released six critically acclaimed
mixtapes while simultaneously continuing his day job at NBC Studios. His is a storied career worth tracing from its inception.

Glover stands apart in a world full of homogeneity

writer For ?3O rock?

?Can I live up to all

In

After writing for The Daily Show during his senior year at

NyU?s Tisch
School for the Arts, Glover graduated and moved on to greener
pastures, trading in Jon Stewart for Tina Fey. A self-described
Fey-fanboy(?I was like, you wrote ?Schweddy Balls!? he
recalls telling her), the young writer spent three years
as part of 30 Rock?s staff. He madeseveral cameo
appearances throughout the show?s first
three seasons, but felt like his work

this hype they have

2007,

for me? It?s hard
to tell / But these
girls I?m kissin?
and friends formed
chase the
Internet sketch
comedy
called
blues
Derrick Comedy.Alongside
whi l e

comeDy

Derick

studying at
New yorkUniUniversity, Glover
an

troupe

co-creators Dominick Dierkes

and DC Pierson, Glover crafted
a series of virally explosive videos
including the still popular ?Bro Rape?

BY:BRENNAN CARLEy
ASSOC. ARTS EDITOR

was becoming more strenuous

away
like

than fun. ?It?s like banging
your head against a wall?
he told the NY Daily
News about writing. He still

Gargamel?

and ?National Spelling Bee.? All three
founders were trained at Amy Poehler?s UpUpright Citizen?s Brigade Theatre in New york, but

-

pocketed their
improv skills in favor of tightly written

from
?Break

calls on the

(AOTL)?

experiencefrequently for inspiration. On ?The Last,?

Glover raps that ?this
next part sounds like
nonsense/ but I
swear to

skits that crackle with
originality. The group?s
skits are irreverent and goofy,
but surprisingly well conceived

God,

Tina Fey gave
me confi-

dence.?

and skewering, considering that
its creators were only students at the
time. The group?s feature film, Mystery
Team, landed in early 2010, but Glover has
mentionedthat he has no intention of leaving
behindthe grassroots videos that gave him his first

brush with stardom.

stanD up

Fashion icon

Before making the jump to Community, Glover spent a chunk
of time touring the country in search of comedicrevelations. Performing for small audiences in tiny nightclubs and bars, the boy wonderhoned his craft in a back to the
basics approach. His UCB training couldn?t have hurt; in fact, in 2010, Comedy
Central airedGlover?s first special, and the network plans to air its sequel
(WEIRDO) in November of this year. Glover still makes time
to tour the nation as a standup, performing to a hugely
?community?
packed tent at this summer?s Bonnaroo Festival.
Aubrey Plaza, star of NBC?s Parks and Recreation
(and fellow star of Mystery Team), credits I n
2008, Glover audi-

Glover as the inspiration behind her standup career, which subsequently
led to her appearance in

tioned for Saturday
Night Live in the hopes
of dazzlingLorne Michaels
Adam Sandler?s Funny
with his Barack Obama
People.
impression. Though the
fruijob never came to fruition, Michaels liked the
comedian and nudged
Community creator Dan

Harmon to watch the rising
star?s movie. Harmon loved it,
and snatched up Glover for the role of
Troy, a good-natured, high school football
star and resident goofball of Greendale Community College. Alongside his sidekick Abed (played
by Danny Pudi), Troy serves up the ethos of the show
(Google ?Donald Glover crying? for a good laugh); sure, Troy
may be the guy who named the monkey that lives in the air vents
?Annie?s Boobs? (after Alison Brie?s neurotic Annie), but Harmon
allows viewers brief glimpses into the washed-up jock?s slowly transforming self-confidence. And hey, who else can say that they?ve rapped on TV
with Betty White (the wonderful reprise to Troy and Abed?s season-one show
stealer ?La Biblioteca?)?

Who would have thought that Glover would
emerge as such mover and shaker in the fashion industry on top of his other duties?
In late 2010, the Gap hired Glover to
star in its winter-fashioncampaign,
alongside stars likeRyan Kwanten
(True Blood) and the founders
of Foursquare.With his dark
framed hipster glasses,
checkered shirts, and
stylish cardigans, he
has introduced
geek- c h i c
into Hollywood?s vernacular. The NBC star is also a
strongly vocal proponent of the clothing
label Band of Outsiders, which specializes in one-of-a-kind Sperry
Top Siders, striped polo shirts,
and skinny ties. The label
owes much of its current
popularity to Glover, who
tweetsabout the company and frequently
wears Band of
Outsiders outfits on the
red car-

?Yes I bring
the heat girl/
fire for fireman/ baby I?m
your hero/ Donald
4 Spiderman.?
-

from ?Do Ya Like?

rapper

?Go
to
TOP
MAN
that?s
the hot
spot / Check
Kanye?s blog for
the high tops?
-

-

From ?I Love Clothes
(Deadbeat
Summer)?

Childish Gambino is more than a comedianturned rapper. It isn?t a pet project
for Glover, as he decrees ?indie kids saying that I ruinedall theirfavorite songs
/ hoodn?s saying that I?m whiter than that Colgate / hating on my progress, I?m a long ways from ?Bro-Rape.?? His mixtapes like Culdesac and
EP establish a witty but focused workmanlike manner of rapping. His
rhymes are clearly thought out in advance (unlike Lil? Wayne, who
claims his are spur of the moment),but this allowsGambino to
develop a piercingly riotous focus. His single ?Freaks and

Geeks,? which doesreferenced the cancelledcult hit, also
features blink and you?ll miss themlines like ?Took the
G out your waffle, all you got left is your ego.? Last
month, he signed with Glassnote Records, and
last week he dropped his hype single ?Bonfire?
on Hot 97. It?s a true work of genius that
references wildly different ranges of
the pop culture spectrum, shouting

out Odd Future?s ?missing? Earl
Sweatshirtand namedropping

GIR from Nickelodeon?s
Invader Zim. His first
album, Campfire, is
set to make waves
in November.

?Hard for a Pitchfork, soft for a Roc-a-fella
/ Music was my side chick, but now we?re
movin? in together? from ?Be
-

pet.
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AN INDEPENDENT
FRAME OF MIND

TASTE DEBATE: 3-D, IS IT WORTH THE PRICE?

PrO

KELSEY DAMASSA
FOr THE HEIGHTS

3-D films have taken the nation by storm and rightfully so.
When I was just a four-year-old,the first film I saw in theaters was The Lion King. It changed my world in all its twodimensional glory. When The Lion King was rereleased in
theaters this month as a 3-D film, I had no choice but to
go andrelive my childhood. I did not think anything
of the new 3-D technology. In fact, I was certain
that there wouldbe no noticeable difference.
However, Disney?s 3-D technologyproved
me wrong.
This 3-D technologybreathed new life
into the film, making the Savannah sprawl out
before my eyes, the birds soar across the audience, and the rain fall upon my eyelashes. Not to
mention the way that ?I Just Can?t Wait to Be King?
immediatelymade the movie come alive. The 3-D effects
intensified emotions during the exhilaratingfights, tragic
deaths, and moments of pure happiness. So while some
people are constantly muttering under their breath about
the expense of useless 3-D technology, I beg to differ. The
3-D experience enhanced my viewing of The Lion King, as
well as a variety of other films. 3-D technologyallows films
to take on a more realistic feel and immerse the viewer into
therealm of film, something that a 2-D film will never be
capable of.

con

KYLIE rOLINCIK

FOr THE HEIGHTS

Do you crave the charming exercise of holding your neck
perfectly still for two and a half hours so as to achieve the
sensation of being gunned down by a crazed avatar hunter?
Only if I get to pay an unenthusiastic movie theater employee
$l5 first!

Honestly, 3-D is a frivolous smothering of cinematic
beauty. Being a film studies major, I revel in the glory
of shot composition, and dwell in the force of lighting. I watch for the subtletiesof brilliant acting,
and bask in the glow of purposeful soundtrack.
Film is a palimpsest of rich textures, none of which
should require an ill-fitting pair of glasses to access.
Prioritizing the spectacle of dynamic motions above the
dramatic poetry of content is a realm of Hollywoodproduction I cannot bring myself to embrace. Having a cartoon dog
splatter a bowl of clam chowder into the audience is not a
visual motif?it is absurd in content and expense. Save the
whimsical loop-de-loops,inducing flailing appendages, and
gleeful squeals, for Space Mountain; in cinema, silence is
golden and the psychological exposure to methodical artistic
vision, when executed properly, plays upon the visceral qualities of an audience, evoking a deep inward breath of discernment impervious to the disturbingly trendy and utterly
hallow illusion of depth perception.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT BY TRACE FAIRBOROUGH

?GrEY?S ANATOMY?

?NEW GlrL?

Everyone?s favorite doctors are back for another
drama-filled season. rumors are swirling that it

What?s not to love aboutZooeyDeschanel?She stole
It?s election season everybody! With the hilarious
hearts in 500 Days of Summer and now she?s doing recollection of Tina Fey and Amy Poehler as Sarahand
it all over again as dorkier but just-as-cute Jess on Fox?s Hilary, it is absolutely certain that SNL will have some
New Girl. The series premiere opened with Jess? all too massive laughs in store to get through election 2012.
familiar story offinding out her boyfriend was cheating, Hopefully Jason Sudeikis and Alec Baldwin are here to
andthe subsequentbreakup. Left alone and heartbroken, stay as Mitt romney and rick Perry, even though there
she moves in with Coach, Schmidt, and Nick three is still some talentleft in thepool of ?the six other people
guys she met on Craigslist. Coach is a personal trainer who will never be president butshowed up anyway.? The
with anger management issues who Jess helps soften SNL crew sticks to always entertaining and controverup a little (while she clues him into what jeggings are). sial topics in ?Who?s on Top,? the game show skit, and
Schmidt is theresident jerk who has inspired the use of Baldwin gives a charming monologueto celebratetaking
the ?Douchebag Jar.? Enough said.And thenthere?s Nick, over therecord of hosting the most episodes. Of course,

could be their last, but this week?s premiere has us
wishing for more. Things were looking rough for

?SATUrDAY NIGHT LIVE?

our

Meredith and Derek after last season?s blowup, and
this season picks up right where the action left off.
Meredith will do anything to get what she wants,
leadingto some jaw-droppingmoments. Meanwhile,
a sinkhole in the middleof the city callsfor all hands
on deck and has new chief resident, April, questioning whether she?s ready for the job. A shocking twist
at the end of the two hour episode is sure to shake
things up for the rest of the season. Some may have the bartender who?s six months out from his last break
written off Grey?s after some subpar story lines in the up and is still hung up on his ex. Obviously there?s more
past couple of seasons, but after last week?s episode than enough potential love for New Girl, and this new
it may be time to give theSeattle Grace-Mercy West sitcom is sure to keep you laughing as you watch to find
crew another chance.
out (inevitably)who Jess ends up going for.
?

expect a visit from the record?s previous holder, Steve
Martin, who will make sure that his title isn?t going to
some cheating imposter. This Saturday-night-instaple is
back, as good as ever, and already filled with promising

material for the season to come.

How to catch a predator: the online shopping addiction

THERESE TULLY
In John Mayer?s song, ?3x5? he says that he made
progress and has, ?finally overcame trying to fit the
world inside a picture frame.? But in my own life, I
find myself inundated by and attracted to images
everywhere. When you open up any major fashion

magazine, you are bombardedby images. Somewhere
squeezed in the corners there may be a few inches of
print text, but other than that, the pictures do all the
talking. Flipping through the initial 20 pages or so
of ads in a magazine intrigues me. I see looks I love,
bizarre ad campaigns that catch my eye, and images
that confuse, awe, and inspire me. For as long as I can
remember,I have been in love with magazines, and all
print sources for that matter. When Harper?s Bazaar
arrives in the mail each month, I set aside time to read
the whole issue cover to cover, absorbingeverything
I see andread.
But mostly as I flip through these magazines,
hundreds, if not thousands, of images inspire me,
and I have a need to preserve them. Call me crazy

but I crack the spine on my gorgeous
monthly fashion mag to better tear each sheet from
its bindings. This allows a clean separation, and for
me to free these photos and better use them. I relish
ripping out each page, listening to the tearing noise
as the glossy pieces of paper separate from one another. These pages make up a huge part of my fashion
inspiration. I cut them to pieces, arrange them on my
or neurotic,

bulletin board, file them awayfor another season, and
cherish each idea.
The Internet further supplements my image habit,
if you will. Here almostany image is accessibleright at
my finger tips last Spring?s Chanel collection, a few
clicks and I am there; Mila Kunis? 2011 Oscar gown,
right before my eyes; the latest Free People pairings,
easily found. Some magazines, such as Nylon, even
allowyou to view, page by page, each monthly edition,
right from your computer screen. Fashionhas become
increasingly accessible. Which sounds great, right?
Unfortunately, this accessibility can lead us down
a troubling path online shopping. We have all done
it. I used to have a fantastic trackrecord when it came
to online shopping. I seemed to have a discerning eye,
and never once regretted a purchase, or size choice, I
made. The silk Vineyard Vines top I snagged on sale
?

?

last February, fit perfectly all summer long, and that
Urban Outfitters T-shirt really was as adorable as it
appearedonline. All was good, until photos, my good
friends and true inspirers,betrayed me. It was a cobalt
blue one-shoulder dress, and Iloved it. I needed a new
dressfor an occasion, and I found this one online. I
couldn?t have been more thrilled. I picked my size,
handed over my credit card information, and then
eagerly awaited its arrival.
My package came, to my great excitement. I think
this is how online shopping hooks me every time.
Who doesn?t love getting mail? I certainlydo. So when
thisparticularlypackage came, addressed to me, I was
feeling no buyer?s remorse. I openedit up and almost
screamed in despair. The fabric was thin and cheap
looking, the shape was all-wrong, and upon trying it
on, I discovered the dress was approximately three
sizes too big on me. How could I have been so fooled?
Before filling out my return slip, I lookedback to see
how I could have been duped.

The perky model that wore my dress was at least
long dark hair perfectly styled.
She was thin, and athletic, and playfully posed to
accent the dress? flowing nature. What I held in my
six feet tall, with her

hands could not be this dress. These images had

betrayed me, and I had foolishly believed that when
I received this garment, it would appear as it did on
the model. Fat chance. So I sent it back, more than a
little upset, but only a littlebit wary to online shop
again. You can?t win them all, I figure. Photos will
always inspire me, but I will have to be careful to be
a little bit more discerning, and not always believe
exactly what I see.

phoTo courTeSy of

Shoppers beware of online scams, as dresses and other items of clothing are not always as chic as they may seem online.

Therese Tully is an Editor thefor The Heights. She can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

O?Brien
shines from
inside closet

BRENNAN CARELEY
After severalminutes of uneasiness inside the closet, Saturday Night Live writer
Mike O?Brien decided to just gofor it, but
Amy Poehler wasn?t messing around. She
ducked and avoided the bumbling host?s
kiss like a fish darting from a net. It was
the perfect ending to ?Seven Minutes in
Heaven,? a new web series dreamt up by
O?Brien.
The comedian is most likelyknown
for his recurring ?Kickspit Underground
rock Festival? sketches on SNL. These
struck a chord with audiences by detailing a random assortment of acts for the
fake festivals, including hot dog explosions, the cast of Growing Pains, and Mrs.
Potato Dick. He claims to have gotten the
idea from a real late-night infomercialfor
the Gathering of the Juggaloes.
rather than squandering his summer
SNL vacation, O?Brien filmed a batch of
unsolicited vignettes, which simultaneously catapultedhim to blog stardom,
and served as a unique and engaging
platform for stars hawking their newest
movies or TV shows. Other than Poehler,
O?Brien has recruited celebritieslike
HodaKotb (host of thefourth hour of Today), Elijah Wood, and Kristen Wiig for
the brief and surprisingly drollweb series.
Equal parts interview and sketch comedy,
these interchangesrange from awkwardly
entertaining to tear inducing. Wood steps
into his hobbit-sizedshoes again while
reprising Frodo (briefly, but wonderfully), while Wiig recallsthe story of the
time she sustained a head injury while in
character on The Joe Schmo Show.
On the whole, the celebritiesdon?t
seem to have minded surrendering to utter ludicrousness. Tracy Morgan doesn?t
bat an eyelash when O?Brien rings up his
mother and has the 30 Rock star try to
convince the unsuspecting woman that
she needs to buy a new car. Likewise,
Morgan tackleseven O?Brien?s most
ridiculous questions(like ?in what ways
are you similaror dissimilar to a horse??)
with unwavering confidence (?I don?t eat
hay, and my penis is bigger.?).
The bits don?t always succeed, but it is
never the fault of O?Brien?s valiant efforts.
In one video, Christinaricci gawkily
giggles forfour minutes as she promotes
her new show Pan Am, even when the

doesn?t call for laughter. Her?s is
the exception to an otherwise entertaining batch.
One of the most consistently entertaining bits thatO?Brien features is
?Closet Theater,? which throwshis guests
into an always-ridiculoussituation. In
one, the comedianand Andy Cohen
play two boys waiting to surprise their
grandmother in her sweater closet, but
begin to fear that the woman has died
after spending two days waiting for her.
In another bit, O?Brien plays a stranger
who has wanderedinto Wiig?s closet off
the street, but she really doesn?t want to
be noticed.The sheer absurdity of these
situations elevates thesketches to another
level of funny.
More than anything, the ?Seven
moment

Minutes? series demonstrates comedians?
wide sweeping embraceof new mediums
for self-expression. Aziz Ansarihas built
a brand for himself on both Twitter and
Tumblr, wherehe exposes his devotion
to food with

hashtags like ?#HowComeNoOneWantsTacos? and ?#MissThoseBeefßrisketßuns.? Marc Maron, a standup comedian, has amassed a massive fan
base with his stellar podcast ?WTF with
Marc Maron.? Several times a week, Maron releases hours-long interviews with
stars like Jason Sudeikis, Aubrey Plaza,

and Amy Poehler. Whereas late-night
hosts like David Letterman brush up on
theirfacts briefly before an interview,
Maron has been following his guests?
careers for years, and his podcast demonstrates a keen insight about the roots

of theircomedic talents. What was once
a very grassroots podcast has quickly
become one of iTunes most popular ones,
a listening experience well worth setting

time asidefor.

O?Brien seems poised to join the
ranks of famous Second City alumni that
also include John Belushi, Chris Farley,
Stephen Colbert, and Amy Sedaris. He
continues to write for Saturday Night
Live. If his growing popularityis any
indication of things to come, one day he
could be sitting behind the ?Weekend
Update? desk?if he had things his way,
he might just turn it into a closet.
Brennan Carley is the Assoc.Arts &
Review Editor for The Heights. He can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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Obama vows to veto Palestinian statehood
Palestine, from 810
Assembly earlier that week.
In the weeks following up to
Abbas? plan, senior American and
European diplomats tried, to no
avail, to dissuade Palestine from
pressing on with plans for a UN

statehood. Days before
Abbas? announcement, Obama
vote on

declared his opposition to the

PhoTo courTeSy of green ProPheT

The satirical cartoon, above, was printed in ?Green Prophet? last week.

GREEN PIECE

Politicization of ?green?

topics prevents activism
into the political sphere in the
?7os, it received bipartisan support from both Congress and
the American people. Former

Republican president Richard

MEG LISTER
The satirical comic run by
Green Prophet last week displays
a dishearteningside to American politics that undermines our

fundamentalbeliefs in democracy. The American democratic
process was designedby the

Founding Fathers to give a
voice to the American people.
The Founding Fathers excluded
many notable groups from the
democraticprocess (African
Americans, women, non-landowners), but our political system
has since evolved and extended
voting rights to every United
States citizen over 18. Democ-

racy is a rallying point for the
American people, and one of the
few things we can all agree upon
these days. It is a call to action, a
call to civic duty, and even a call
to arms as our troops sweep the

Nixon created the Environmental Protection Agency in
1970?in 2011, Republican
presidential candidate Michele
Bachmann threatened to close
its doors.Environmentalismhas

become associated with ?hippie
counter-culture? and dismissed
as an overstepping of government authority.
Why has this transformation occurred? The answer to
this question lies in the failure
of the democratic process to
give voice to the people affected

by environmentalhazards and
disasters. In 1969, the Cuyahoga
River in Ohio caught fire because it was so contaminated by
oils and flammable pollutants.
Riverfront properties, boats,
and businesses were severely
damaged, and the entire city
was affected in one way or

another. In 1962, Rachel Carson

published Silent Spring, detailing the declineof bird species

due to the use of DDT and other
pesticides. Gardeners, nature

These issues,

lovers, housewives with bird-

however, are not

political; they are
about the right to a
healthy life, liberty,
and the pursuit of
happiness. As a
country, we need to
move forward?past
the issues, and
past the politics?to ensure that

everyone?s voice is
adequately heard.
Middle East to bestow the magical gift of free speech and voting
rights upon Arab states.
But how democratic is our
democracy?Whose voices are
really being heard? As the comic
points out, few Americans really
advocate the strife that swept

Congress this August. Nebraskans are outraged that President
Barack Obama is threatening
to run a massive oil

pipeline

through their state, but so far
he hasn?t listened. Pennsylvania
residents would reallyprefer not to have their drinking
water poisoned with chemicals
released by natural gas companies, but the government hasn?t
moved to limit that either. I
placed a recent phone call to
the White House complaint line

asking for stricter air quality
standards, but they ignored me
too. The earth, lacking the skill
of verbal communication, is
also virtuallyignored in today?s
political debates.
A large part of this problem
is that Congressis split right
down the aisle on environmental issues. Democrats usually

acknowledgeclimate change,
while almostall of the Republican candidates dismiss it as
speculation. In a speech last
week, Rick Perry affirmed, ?I do
believe that the issue of global
warming has been politicized.?
For once, I agree with Perry
(though not with his claim
that globalwarming is an idea
concocted by rogue scientists
looking for funding). When environmentalism was introduced

houses, and Audubon Society
members across the country
were outraged and horrified.
Americans viewed environmental problems as something that

directly affected their households and represented a real
threat to their health, safety, and
way of life.
Today, the people most likely
to be affected by air and water
pollution are the poor and racial
minorities. Cancer Alley, in
Louisiana, hosts 185 industrial
facilities in the miles between
Baton Rouge and New Orleans.
Citizens of Cancer Alley boast a
cancer rate of 237.6 deaths per
100,000, compared to a national
average of 200 per 100,000.

These residents are primarily black and low-income,and
their claims against industry
have been repeatedlyblocked by
lawmakers. After the BP oil spill
in 2010, 61 percent of the ocean
waste from the clean-up process
was dumped in communities of
color, though only 26 percent

of the population of coastal
areas consists of communities
of color.
Those with the least representation in Congress are the
biggest victims of environmental injustice, and their voices
have been largelyignored in
recent decades. Ignoring these
voices leads to an abstraction

of environmentalproblems that
we can?t allow.Environmental
issues and environmentalinjustices are not just something out
there that happens to somebody
far away. We can politicize
environmentalissues when
those affected by the issues do
not

Palestinianbid for statehood, asserting that direct talks can be the
only avenue to true peace.
?Peace will not come through
statements and resolutions at the
UN,? said Obama in his address to
the General Assembly. ?If it were
that easy, it wouldhave been accomplishedby now.?
As of late, the Obama administration has been criticized by
Arab nations for its handling of
the Arab Spring from earlier this
year. They have criticized the
administration for continuing

whatthey see as America?s double
standards in the region. Obama
has supported anti-government
demonstrationsin countries such
as the Ivory Coast and Egypt yet
has remained mum on government crackdowns in Bahrain, a

strategic regionalally.

Obama has had difficulty
moving forward with peace talks

betweenIsrael and Palestine, with
the latest break down two and
a half years ago. The president
has also been on the record for
initially pushing the idea of a
Palestinian bid for membership
in the UN and abandoninghis call
in 2009 for a complete freeze on

as the U.S. vowed to support its
foremost Middle Eastern ally,
Israel. However, the Palestinians
also risk a greater reward: full
UN membership. American officials hoped Abbas would seek
a General Assembly vote, where
he would have overwhelmingap-

be purely symbolic, as Palestine
wouldremain a nonmemberstate
and only gain internationalrecog-

Israeli settlements.

proval. The move, however,would

for independence.? n

nition, not participation.
Alluding to the Arab uprisings,

Abbas spoke to the crowdSunday
that, ?The time has come also for
the Palestinian spring, the time

Acknowledging these shifts,
Obama reiterated his pledge to
seeing a Palestinian state. Earlier
this year he announced official
support for pre-1967 borders, a
landmark move that has always
been seen as a required launchpoint for talks in the international
community. He stuck by his push
for a two-state solution.
Still, Abbas? decision to forgo a
safer vote in the General Assembly in favor of a vote at the Secu-

rity Council Chamberhighlighted

the Palestinian Authority?s continued frustrations with stalled
peace talks.
Speaking to top American
diplomat Dennis B. Ross, one
Palestinian official told The New
York Times that Abbas said, ?We
appreciate this Americanrole, but
you are too late. We havereached
the moment of truth, and we are
going to the Security Council.?
By seeking a Security Council
vote, the Palestinian Authority
faces essentiallyguaranteedveto,

BernaT armangue
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Scientists stun the
world of physics
Neutrinos, from 810
Much of modern physics is based on

Einstein?s theoryof specialrelativity,
which relies on the cosmic speed
limit as fact. How many laws of physics could be turned on their heads
if neutrinos truly can travelfaster
than light? BC football fans need
not begin making plans to revisit
the ?Flutie Era,? though. Even if the
cosmic speedlimit has been broken,
predicting the aftereffects would

be nearly impossible. According to
Broido, making such predictions is
difficultbecause so many of our current theoriesand notions of physics
rely on Einstein?s theory of special
relativity.
Neutrinos are fascinating subatomic particles with small,but nonzero masses. They are electrically
neutral and can pass through most
matter undetected. Furthermore,
neutrinos come in three different
forms, but are capable of changing
between thoseforms as they travel.
In fact, it was this morphing property that OPERA?s experiment was
designed to detect, by comparing
10-microsecondpulses of protons on
one end with pulses of neutrinos at
the other. Antonio Ereditato, a physicist at the University of Bern, led the
experimentand expressedsurpriseat

the results. ?My dream wouldbe that
another, independent experiment

finds the same thing,? Ereditato told
BBC. Indeed, his comments echoed
the physics community?s cries for
verificationof the findings, albeit in
a more hopeful tone.
Ereditato can count at least one
experimentto have produced similar
results to his own. In 2007, an experiment referred to as MINOS, for

Main Injector Neutrino Oscillation
Search, tookplace in Minnesota and
recorded neutrinos as havingspeeds
comparable to that of light. However,
the MINOS findings were recorded

with much less precision and therefore downplayed.Despite the similar
results of the two experiments,
however, most physicists remain
unswayed. Broido summarized the
situation with an apt quotationfrom
Carl Sagan, ?Extraordinary claims
require extraordinaryevidence.? As
such, it will takefar more than just
OPERA?s paper to overturnEinstein?s
theory of special relativity.
There are sure to be a number of
experiments designedto confirm or
invalidate these findings. Though the
physics community as a whole seems
to have predicted the repudiation of
OPERA?s work, it is well worth the
BC student body?s time to watch
out for the results of these coming
experiments. n

lowa
-

-

Caucus has met first in the nation since 1972

marTial Trezzini, cern / aP PhoTo

Above, the lab where protons are accelerated,below, OPERAresearcher
Dario Auterri presents theresults of OPERA?s study to a seminar at CERN.

New HamPSHlre
First primary for the presidential
election
-

President Barack obama won lowa in 2008

In 2008, obama lost to Hillary Clinton
but won the presidential election
-

-

will take place Feb. 6, 2012

Before 1992, the winner of the primary
won the election
-

Key Locations: 2012 Republican Primary

have the means to donate to

campaigns or the time to organize demonstrationsoutside the
White House. We can politicize
environmentalissues when we
present the argument as ?us vs.
them,? the ?haves vs. the havenots.? These issues, however, are
not political; they are about the
right to a healthy life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.
As a country, we need to move
forward?past the issues, and

the politics?to ensure that
everyone?s voice is adequately
heard.
past

SouTH CarollNa
Hosts a primary for the presidential
election

Nevada
-

-

-President Barack obama and John mcCain
won the primaries in 2008

Hosts caucuses in January

-mitt romney won the republican
caucus in 2008
-

obama lost in 2012 to Clinton

From 1980 through the present the winner
of the primary has won the election
-

Meg Lister is a staff columnist
for The Heights. She welcomes
comments at marketplace@

bcheights.com

aP PhoTo

President Mahmoud Abbas, above, called forPalestinian statehood in the UN.
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ON THE FLIP SIDE
THE ISSUE:
Last Wednesday, Troy Davis was put to death in the state of Georgiafor allegedlymurdering an off-duty cop in 1989.The case brought the controversy of capital punishment to the national stage.
Proponents argue that the death penalty is valid and helps detercitizensfrom committing terriblecrimes. Opponents argue that the death penalty is a form of cruel and unusual punishment and
is barbaric.Should the United States continue to employ capital punishment?

Capital punishment deters crime
MICHAEL ALLEN
The recent Troy Davis controversy brought the issue of capital
punishment into the national

spotlight. Questions of the morality, accuracy, and effectiveness
of capitalpunishment surfaced
in the wake of the storm. Some

rence. Multiple other

studies
by similarly esteemedresearch
institutions, non-profits, and
governmentalentities confirmed
thesefindings.
Many activists continue to

falsely claim that the death penalty unfairly focuses on minorities, namely the African-American population. If the multitudes

see capital punishment as an an-

tiquated methodof dealingwith
murderers, but whenexamined
in further detail it is a practice,

when conductedappropriately,
that deters crime and serves
justice to the offender.
The most obvious objection to
the practice of capital punishment is predicated on the

finality
of the judgment.Objectors point
out that if the perpetrator is
incorrectly proven guilty, there
is no going back and releasing
that individualfrom jail, because
he or she has moved on. While
this is certainly a valid concern,
practice has shown that this has
not been the case. The system
is certainly not perfect, and

innocents can get caught in the
crosshairs of justice. But a recent
study done by Justice for All,
a non-profit organization that
works on criminal justice reform,

shows that ?somewhere between
15 and 30 deathrow inmates
have been released from death
row with credible evidence of ac-

tual innocence.? That represents
about a 0.3 percent error rate
of the 7,300 sentenced to death
since 1973. Additionally, no case

has been identified as a wrongful
execution since the United States
reinstituted the death penalty
in 1973. As moderncriminology and forensics continue to
advance, it is safe to assume that
the rate of wrongly sentenced

will drop even closer to zero, and
the wrongful execution category
will remain at zero.
Yet another protest activists have often voiced is that
?capital punishment does not
detercriminalsfrom murdering.?
This could not be further from
the truth. An Emory University
study using data from a 40-year-

When examined
in further

detail [capital
punishment]
is a practice,

when conducted
appropriately, that
deters crime and
serves justice to the

offender.
of findings are taken as fact,
capital punishment is preventing

the murder of innocent members
of those communities at a more
effective rate than other subsets
of the population. The data that
has been providedby scholarly
analysis of the capitalpunishment system has confirmed
common sense: capital punish-

of the justice quandary can be
seen through posing the question, ?What would you do with
someone like Hitler or Stalin?? It
seems safe to say that someone
who wouldside with the notion
of non-retributionin such an
extreme case lacks an understanding of the moral calculus
that makes up the fibers of our
society. While this example is ob-

viously taken to a higher degree,
imagine applying the scenario
to someone who murdered a
close friend or a memberof
your family. Anyone who argues
that comparablepunishment is
not fair lacks the understanding and consideration of justice.
Any lesser punishment for such
a crime inverts the system, and
creates a tougher burden for

the

arcane, equitablepunishment for
a crime of such a serious degree

is something that is deserved.
Capital punishment is an
appropriateconsequence for an
equitable crime. An individual in
our society has the freedom to
choose their course of actions,
but if those choices lead them to
a place where they

choose to take
away another individual?s natural
right to life they should not
be granted the opportunity to
choose their consequences. Capital punishment is not only an
appropriatecourse of actions to
punish such a heinous crime, it is
the only way a civilized society is
able to guarantee fitting justice to

crimes.

the perpetrator.

Taking these facts into
consideration, the question now
becomes, is capitalpunishment
a morally justifiableaction? A
somewhat exaggeratedexample

Michael Allen is

a guest

colum-

for

The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com
nist

POLL RESULTS
Should Massachusetts allow
casinos in state?

As Mahatma Gandhi once

said, ?An eye for an eye makes the
wholeworldblind.? To punish a
man with his life takes away the
one natural right that every human being, convictedcriminal or

not, is inherently entitledto- the
right to life. Capital punishment
is one of the few flaws in the
typically fair and just American
legal system. Never has this been
clearer than in Georgia, with the
recent execution of Troy Davis.
Yes, it is true that Troy Davis

guilty of aggravated
murder in a court of law and was
sentenced to an execution via
lethal injection. But given all the
uncertainty surrounding the socalled ?facts? in this case, is this
what TroyDavis really deserved?
Certain research seems to suggest
otherwise. According to a study
by The Innocence Project, there
was found

which DNA evidence has cleared
someone from deathrow. Unfortunately, Troy Davis and many
others were not so lucky.
Although it may be in accordance with certain states? laws
to carry out the death penalty, it
goes against the doctrine upon
which our Constitution and
modern system of law was estab-

lished. The Eighth Amendment
of the United States Constitution
states that ?excessive bail shall not
be required, nor excessive fines
imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishments inflicted.? Is death
not the ultimateform of cruel
and unusual punishment? The
finality and enormity of capital

capital punishment policies in
place had a significantly lower

murder incidents.
Additionally,placing a moratorium on such a policy was
associated with the increased
incidenceof murders. Their findings included the discovery of
multiple significant facts, such as
each execution is associated with
threefewer murders, that each
execution prevents on average
the murder of one white person,
1.5 African Americans, and 0.5
persons of other races, and that
shorter waits on deathrow are
associated with increased deter-

PAUL WITKO

have been 17 cases since 1992 in

long study found that states with
occurrence of

morTon / ap phoTo

Death penalty barb outdated

innocent people. While Hammurabi-esque laws are in fact

of murderers is an effective
deterrent to stop future individuals from committing similar
ment

STephen

Georgia policein riot gear stood guard at an anti-deathrally on the day of Troy Davis? executionby lethal

YES
30%

70%

punishment is the most barbaric

penalty one can face. Former U.S.
Supreme Court Justice William
Brennen summarizes this well,
saying, ?The fatal constitutional
infirmity in the punishment of
death is that it treats membersof
the human race as nonhumans,
as objects to be toyed with and

discarded.? Isit not enough for a
criminal to spend his or her entire
life in prison, without the chance
of parole? In prison, all of a man?s
freedoms and liberties are gone.
He should at least be entitled the
innate human right to life.
Despite the fact that death
is documentedas the greatest human fear, statistically it

does not act as a deterrentfor
violent crimes. According to the
American CivilLiberties Union

Although it may
be in accordance
with certain states?
laws to carry out
the death penalty,
it goes against

the doctrine
upon which our
Constitution

and modern
system of law was
established.
(ACLU), ?There is no credible
evidence that the death penalty
deters crime more effectively
than long terms of imprisonment.
States that have death penalty
laws do not have lower crime
rates or murder rates than states
without such laws. And states that
have abolished capitalpunishment show no significant changes

in either crime or murder rates.
The death penalty has no deterrent

effect.? Ultimately, deterrence

is the driving force behind capital
punishment or any other penalty
for that matter. As the old adage
goes, ?If you can?t dothe time,
don?t do the crime.? Sanctions in

the legal system are designed to
stop a criminal before he or she

gets started. Capital punishment
though, has proved to stop no
one.

We live in a country where our
legal system prides itself upon
its presumption of innocence,
with each citizen entitled to an
impartial trial judgedby a jury
of his fellowcitizens. Davis and
many others though, seem to
havefallen victim to this usually
virtuous legalsystem. For Davis,
seven of the nine witnesses in his
case retracted their testimony,

leaving a considerable amount of
doubt regarding his guilt. Former
Senator Russ Feingold addressed
this pervasive issue of certainty in
capital punishment cases, saying,

?When the consequences are life
and death, we need to demand
the same standardfor our system
of justiceas we wouldfor our
airlines It is a central pillar
of our criminal justice system
that it is better that many guilty
people go free than that one in?.

nocent should suffer.? In this case

though, one seemingly innocent
man will suffer by paying the
ultimateprice.
In the end, the use of capital
punishment brings out one of the
lowest of human emotions: revenge. ?Expressing one?s violence
simply reinforces the desire to
express it,? says Rev. Raymond A.
Schroth, S.J., a Jesuit professor at
St. Peter?s College.Killing another
in the hopes of finding solace
and retribution only perpetuates
the violent cycle that has already
begun. Capital punishment has no
place in today?s American society.
We as the human race are all
entitledto life. Yes, the criminal
justice system needs a firm set
of penalties in order to maintain
justice and establishpeace. But

should these penalties include
capital punishment? Not a chance.
Paul Witko is a guest columnist for The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com

Switzerland?s largest bank loses $2.3 billion due to rogue trader
BY JOHN MORRISON
Heights

Staff

Early last week ÜBS, Switzerland?s largestfinancial institution,
reported a $2.3 billion loss in
trades relating to their investment banking practices because
of fraudulent trades made by a
seemingly rogue trader.London
Police arrested Kweku Adoboli,
the trader who was responsible
for the scandal, at 3:30 a.m. on
Sept. 15. The incident has caused
an international outcry against
ÜBS, and the situation forced its
embattledchief executive Oswald

Grubel to resign.
Until last week, Adoboli was
an equities trader at ÜBS?s London
offices. He worked on the Delta
One desk inside ÜBS?s globalsynthetic equities division. The Delta
One desk, which allows banks to

trade on the future outcome of
a vast array of securities, is very
profitable for large investment
banks like ÜBS, but it has been
linked to previous trading scandals at other financial institutions
in the past.
ÜBS
told reporters of the
BBC that Adoboli began trading
illegally a little more than three

months ago, and that he used
his position to potentially profit
himself by ?causing losses to ÜBS
or to expose ÜBS to risk of loss.?
Adoboli, who graduatedfrom the

University of Nottingham in 2003,

sibility for what occurs at ÜBS.?
executed the trades ?within the As of now, ÜBS?s boardappointed
normal business flow of a large Sergio Ermotti as its interim CEO
globalequity trading house as part until it decides on a permanent
of a properly hedged portfolio.? successor. In a statement given to
These circumstances along with reporters of The Financial Times,
actions taken to bypass ÜBS?s
the ÜBS board reacted to Grubel?s
risk systems allowed Adoboli to decision, ?The board regrets
conceal such a large loss before Oswald Grubel?s decision.? The
statement continued, ?Oswald
his superiors found out.
Grubelfeels that is his duty to asAccording to ÜBS investigators, ?The true magnitude of
sume responsibility for the recent
the risk exposure was distorted authorized trading incident. It is
because the positions had been testimony to his uncompromising
offset in our systems with fictiprinciples and integrity.?
tious, forward-settling,cash E.T.F.
As ÜBS attempts to move past
positions, allegedly executed by this event, many analysts wonder
the trader.? These systems were whether they will maintain their
introduced to the industry after full range of investment banking
the 2008 financial crisis where services. Even before the $2.3
many governments required large billion loss incurred by the bank
banks, includingÜBS, to institute
this past week, Swiss politicians
new risk management programs
who endorsed government interspecifically designed to prevent vention during the 2008 financial
rogue tradersfrom causing havoc crisis were putting considerable
on company portfolios. Today, pressure on the bank to streamanalysts and people familiar with line its financial service offerings
the investment banking industry and raise its capital requirements
have heavily scrutinized ÜBS for to avoid excess risk in the future
allowing such a catastrophe to because of theslow recoveryof the
happen on their trading desk.
global economy. Kaspar Villeger,
Grubel took over ÜBS opchairmanof ÜBS? board of direcerations in early 2009 at the time tors, agreedwith politicians on the
promising increased oversight matter stating that, ?In future, the
over therisk managementsystems
investment bank willbe less com-

As soon as ÜBS announced
the $2.3 billionloss last week, rumors began circulating that ÜBS
may spin off or sell its investment
banking practices and focus on its
fairly stable wealth management
and private banking services.
These rumors came on the tail of
Swiss parliament barely rejecting
proposed legislation that would
ban investment banking practices
outright. Teresa Nielsen, an analyst at Swiss Bank Vontobel, told
reporters of the BBC, ?We believe
that yesterday?s event could have

plex, carry less risk, and use less
capital to produce reliable returns

of turmoil over the last quarter,
analysts feel that this scandal

that led to the financial crisis of
2008. In a statement released

before his announced departure and contribute more optimallyto
he said that he bore ?full responÜBS? overall objectives.?

personnel consequences on senior
management level, which in turn

could lead to adjustments to ÜBS?
business portfolio.?
In contrast, Kaspar Villiger,
chairmanof ÜBS releaseda statement stating that ÜBS is ?committed to further expanding our
already leading global wealth
management franchise. The investment bank will continue to

strengthen its alignment with
ÜBS? wealth management business, in addition to serving its
corporate, sovereign, and other
institutional clients.? However,
with governments around the
world beginningto crackdown on
the financial services industry and
the markets in a perpetual state
could not have

come an a more

inopportune time. n

maTT dunham
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Rogue traderKweku Adoboli isescorted out of court by London Police.
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Howsignificant are the
protests on Wall Street?

People always get angry.
We?ll have to see if they
can do anything before
judging.

Unless Marx comes as
a guest speaker, I?ll stick
with, ?Greed is good.?

Too early to tell, they will
gain significanceif they
can produceresults.

They are just the flavor
protest of the month.

What does Herman Cain?s
Floridastraw pollvictory
mean?

Not much. Maybe he?ll be
picked as a running mate

It means that Herman Cain
won a straw poll in Florida.

It means you should tip the
pizza deliveryman extra,
he may end up being a
president?s advisor.

His lead in the polls gives his
campaign a great boost, but
polls at this time don?t mean
much.

Should thedeath penalty
continue to be employedin
the U.S.?

Yes, in cases where
absolute guilt has been
determinedfor heinous
crimes.

Yes, especially for people
who drive too slow in the
fast lane.

Yes, but there should be
some higher standard of
evidencefor it.

The deathpenalty shouldbe
left up to the states.

No, it is a immoral and
costly way of dealing with
crime in America.

Will Obama?s jobbill be
passed?

Not the way he wrote it,
no. He?ll compromise, as

The jellyfish-in-chief will
give in and water it down
for the Tea Party.

Based on howoften his
exactbills have been
passed thus far in his term,
I vote nay.

Let?s see howmuch
everyonewill be willing to

Hopefully, our country
needs the support right
now.

now.

always.

Daniel Sologuren

President, CollegeDemocrats

President, College Republicans

It signifiesthat we should
look closely into implementing the provisions of
the Dodd-FrankAct.
It means a solid fourthplace finish in the primary.

compromise.

Christie won?t run in 2012, better shot in 2016
Christie, from 810
cause Christie has been in the
news lately as a potential late
entry to the Republican candi-

date field for president in 2012.
With Mitt Romney and Rick
Perry as the two clear frontrunners, many conservatives in the

Internet.
Why wouldn?t Christie wait
until 2016, after possibly eight
years of Democratic control?
He would be more experienced

Northeast (particularly large
donors such as the founder of
Home Depot, Kenneth Langone) are pushing Christie to
toss his hat in the ring.
A few days ago at the Ronald
Reagan Presidential Library,

and would still have the backing
of many Wall Street fat cats.
Perhaps the more interesting question is what does this
say about the Republican field?
It?s clear that Jon Stewart and
Bill Maher are not the only

however, Christie continued

ones who think the Republican
field has a couple of ?crazies.?
Let?s not forget that one of the

to

deny that he would run for

president despite the fact that
Alex TrAuTwig / heighTS ediTor

Blackßerry has been losing business lately,causing problems for RIM.

Blackßerry loses users
to competing services
Blackßerry, from 810
to the browsers on iPhones

and Droids, which offer web

browsers smoother than the
new marblefloors in Gasson. To
most college kids, thesefeatures
are right up there in importance with call clarity and
reception when picking a new
phone, thus putting Blackßerry
at an even greater disadvantage

competitors? previous-generation phones, let alone current
iPhone and Droid offerings.
According to a recent survey
of app developers,91 percent
of those surveyed are interested in developingnew apps
for the iPhone and 85 percent
are interested in developing apps for Android phones,
while a measly 27 percent of

information-favoring college
demographic.
So what does Research
in Motion?s future hold for
Blackßerry users at BC? The
forecast doesn?t look good, as
the technologypacked into
Blackßerry phones continues
to lag behind the competition

the developerssurveyed are
interested in developing new
apps for Blackßerry phones.
Instead of making up ground
in the battlefor smartphone supremacy, Blackßerry is falling
farther and farther behind in
this arms race, and it appears
that barring any unforeseen
breakthroughs, Blackßerry may
soon no longer be a player in
the smartphone game- truly bad

and make Blackßerries less and
less appealingto those in the

news for its contingent of supporters at BC.

market for a new smartphone.
The specs and user experiences
offered by Blackßerry devices
currently on the market can
barely stand up to those of

Chris Watson is a guest columnist for The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@

when competing for the instant

bcheights.com
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Many Blackßerry users have switched to competing platforms for service.

Obama is still a very formidable
candidate. It was only three
years ago that he ran an impressive grass roots campaign that
revolutionizedthe use of the

many audience members were
literallypleading him to do so.
He has sounded like a broken

frontrunners (Perry) bragged
about regularly carrying a laser-

sighted pistol when he jogs.
As one of my political science
professors noted, most people

carry either a bottle of water
or an iPod when they jog, not
loaded weapon.

a

Conservatives in the Northeast are hesitant about Perry.

They realize that he?s fragile.
With little scrutiny, Perry?s economic success seems nothing
short of a miracle.
Since June 2009, 37 percent
of jobs created in America were
created in Texas (Perry doesn?t
let us forget it and we don?t
pistol on
us if we do). But critics have
pointed out that many of those
jobs were low-income jobs, and
others were largely a result of
want him using his

Texas? abundant oil and natural

gas. The Wall Street conservatives urging Christie to run
realize that Perry may have
trouble appealing to independents. It alsoreveals that these
same conservatives are not

100 percent comfortable with
Romney, who is somewhat of
a chameleon when it comes to
politics.

They want Christie because
it?s their best shot. But it?s not
his best chance. He should
wait and he knows it, so maybe
the ultimate struggle won?t be
between Christie and the Jersey
Shore, but between Christie
and 2016.
Zac Halpern is a Heights editor.
He welcomes comments at marketplace@bcheights.com

record lately, constantly reminding people that he doesn?t
think he?s ready to be president.
But we?ve seen this before.
So the question remains, will
run?
he
And what does this say

about the Republican field?
First, he?s not going to run.
I?m not naive enough to take
politicians at their word, but
Christie has gone as far as saying that he doesn?t know what,
literally short of suicide, would
quell these rumors. Those are
some pretty strong words. Plus,

Christie?s entire political image
is based on the fact that he tells
it as it is. No spin, just Christie.
However unfortunate the truth,
he?ll be blunt. His whole image
would be undermined as soon
as Perry strings together a minute long campaign ad showing
Christie repeatedly tellingradio
personalities and TV hosts that

he isn?t ready for the job and he
knows it in his heart.
Regardless of what you
think of Christie politically, he?s
smart and has fantastic political
instincts. He knows that despite
America?s economic struggles
and a 9.1 percent unemployment rate, President Barack

mel evAnS / Ap file phoTo

?Jersey Shore,? whose cast is shown above, was denied a $420,000tax creditby New Jersey Governor Chris Christie.

The World in Ink

By Adriana Mariella, Heights Editor
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Politics
Postal workers marched at
more than 440 locations on
Tuesday to protest potential
downsizing of theUnited
States Postal Service. They are
urging Congress to use pension payments to save jobs.

Chris Christie?s clash with ?Jersey Shore?
New Jersey governor refuses tax credit
to ?Jersey Shore?s? production company
rial in yesterday?s New York Times.
Something of a clash has occurred
between these two giants. According to
The New York Times, Christie prevented
the show?s production companyfrom

Congress is set to approve
a bill on Thursday that will
appropriate money to the
FEMA disaster relief fund.
The agency was set to run
out of funds this week if the
bill was not passed.

receiving a $420,000 tax credit that
was already approvedby the Economic
Development Authority, because he

ZAC HALPERN
New Jersey Governor
Chris Christie?s approval
rating surged 10 points to
54 percent. His surge in
populatiry is credited to his
successful response to Hurricane Irene.

New Jersey Governor Chris Christie
vs. Jersey Shore.
No, it wasn?t an episode of MTV?s Ce-

lebrity Death Match (although that could
be a pressing reason for a series revival).
Instead, it was the titleof a small edito-

deemed the show ?does nothing more
than perpetuate misconceptions about
the state and its citizens.?
I must confess that I?m from New Jersey and I take no offense to the provocative TV show. I?ve even wasted an entire
evening with my sister watching Snookie

get manhandled.
I must also confess that I?m not a

fan of the bold, in-your-face Christie,
but I can?t fault him for being critical
of The Jersey Shore- most intelligent
adults should be. The New York Times
is rightly criticalof the governor for
blocking such a tax credit because other
film and TV production companies
have received the same benefit. The
Times argues that Christie is violating
the First Amendment. By no means
does New Jersey have to give such a tax
credit, but if it chooses to do so it must,
in the editorial staff?s language, do so

based on ?neutral criteria.?
This clash is especiallysalientbe-

Jae c. hong / ap phoTo

New Jersey Governor Chris Christie,above,
has denied any plans to run for president.

See Christie, B9

EconoMics

BlackBerry
struggles in
the market

A federal judge threw
out nine of 11 charges
against the New York Mets
by a former Bernie Madoff
trustee. The Mets could still
be ordered to forfeit $300
million in profits.
Overall city property tax

revenues declined in the U.S.
for the first time in 15 years.
Over half of the cities sur-

CHRIS WATSON

veyed in the study said they
could not meet their fiscal
needs in 2011.

It was once a common sight anywhere on the Heights: upon stepping
into any Hillside elevator or any lecture
hall, one could quickly notice dozens of
students absentmindedlypounding the
keyboards of their Blackßerrys, firing off
BBMs to their friends and playing Brickbreaker to kill time. Recently, however,
these legions of loyal Blackßerry users
have migrated to other smartphones like
the iPhone and Android platforms, and
these same students now can be found
playing Angry Birds or browsing slick
app stores previously unavailable to

The Dow Jones rose for
the third straight day. The
market rose in response to
Greece?s austerity measures
enacted to stave off default,
which was causing growing
international concern.

sciEncE &
tEcHnology

them. As the number of BBM contacts in
my beloved Bold dwindles, and many of
my friends jump ship to these competitors, I was left wondering whereBlackBerry went wrong. Is it really possible

Reports show that Apple
Company will unveil the new
iPhone 5 at a conference
and presentation on Oct. 4.
The iPhone 4 was released
15 months ago, in June of
2010.
bernaT armangue

/

ap phoTo

Palestinians come together at the funeral for a Palestinian shooting victim. The death came as Abbas called for international recognition.

Electronics company Sharp
announced it will commercially release an 80-inch
HDTV, which will be the
largest on the market by 10
inches. The TV is expected to
cost around $5,500.

Palestine campaigns for UN recognition

IBM, Intel, and three other
technology companies will
invest $4 billion in computer
chip development. Governor
Michael Cuomo announced
the plan, which could potentially create many jobs.

Last Sunday, Mahmoud Abbas, the
Palestinian Authority president, spoke to
thousands of supporters outside his office in Ramallah, two days after formally
applying for a full United Nations mem-

in nuMBERs

In front of a crowd waving Palestinian
flags and raising photographs of the figure,
Abbas declareda ?Palestinian Spring? amid
frenzied chants of joy.
?We have told the world that there

41 years
George Wright was on the run
since escaping prison in New
Jersey. Wright was arrested in
Portugal.

80 percent
of Syrians who want Syrian
President Bashar Al-Assad to
step down.

2 submarines
captured in Colombia this
week. Each sub was designed
to smuggle up to 10 tons of
cocaine.

in quotEs
understah gib-

"who

Who understands the gibberish of the President of the
president
United States? Cuban
Fidel castro, former
cuban president
responding to Obama?s
speech at the UN.
?

Obama's
to
responding

It?s a bold step hopefully
offenders
sex
banned
from
many will follow.
?

Mayor Brian Robertson of
Huachua city, Ariz.,
on a bill which recently
banned sex offenders from
public facilities.

BY ISAAC PARK
For The Heights

bership.

is the Arab Spring, but there is also the

Palestinian Spring,? he said. ?It is a spring
of popular and peaceful struggle that will

reach its goal.?
That precedingFriday, similarapproval
was evident in the UN General Assembly
hall, where Abbas announced his plans to
formally apply for full membership.
Not all nations shared Palestine?s excitehowever. Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu of Israel dismissedthe action
as premature, citing Israel?s concerns over
security and calling Abbas? move a ?uniment,

lateral? decision. ?The Palestinians want
a state without peace, and the truth is you
should not let that happen,? he said to the
General Assembly.
The application forced the United
States, Russia, the European Union, and
the UN, the foursome of entities collec-

the answer appears to be yes. Research in
Motion, the Canada-based manufacturer

of Blackßerry smartphones, has had a
brutal couple of years: the company saw
several important product launches,
tively known as the Quartet, to scramble such as the Storm touchscreen phone
together a statement that day. Diplomats and the Playbook tablet fail spectacucautiously outlined ?strong support for larly, an especially disappointingresult
were aimed
the vision ofIsraeli-Palestinianpeace,? but considering these devices
at
To
directly
Blackß
e
rry?s
competitors.
were otherwise vague in order to avoid divisive issues between the two parties. It did

direct
urge Palestine and Israel
negotiations?which have not occurred
since talks broke down in 2010?within
a month.
The application was forwarded to the
Security Council despite PresidentBarack
Obama?s vow to use thenation?s veto power,
leaving the administrationin a difficultpoto resume

sition after Obama?s speech to the General

See Palestine, B7

light.
Though 0.0025 percent appears to be
only a small percentage, the consequences of
this discovery could be revolutionary. David
Broido, a professor of physics at Boston College, compared the news to being told that
someone had dropped a stackof paper towards
the ground, except that instead of falling to
earth, the stack of paper levitated in place.
Consequently, Broido made it clear that his
that of

This past Thursday, Sept. 22, European
scientists unveiled evidence that a group of
subatomic particles, known as neutrinos, may
be capable of traveling faster thanthe speed of
light. While the implications of such findings
are immense, the physics community as a
wholeappears hesitant to endorsethe validity
of theresults.
In 1905, Albert Einstein posited his theory
of special relativity, in which he established
the cosmic speedlimit?the speedof light?as
the ultimate limit. The past century of physics
research since that time has only served to
support the unsurpassablenature of the speed
of light, until now. Accordingly, physicists
are reacting with skepticism to this apparent
discovery.
A group known as the Oscillation Project
with Emulsion-TrackingApparatus(OPERA),
conducted the experiment and publicized
their results in a paper that appeared on the
physics website arXiv.org last Thursday. The

gut instinct is to believe there must havebeen

these groundbreaking findings, he said,
?I would needto see the resultsverified by an
cept

independent group.?
Though Broido?s skepticalreaction is typical

of most of thephysics world, some have raised
the question of whether time travel might be
in store, if theresults are in fact legitimate.

Apple platforms in a race that is becoming increasingly competitive.

and ultimately this entrenched customer
base is what will allow the company to
stay afloat.Blackßerry?s e-mail user experience is second to none, and coupled
with the phone?s trademarkkeyboard,
the Blackßerry is a formidable business
tool. This ability to type messages quickly and accurately is unrivaled by any of
Blackßerry?s competitors and allows the
phone to remain the deviceof choice
in the corporate world despite inroads
made in its marketshare by competitors.
On college campuses like ours,
however, the story is very different.
While it is hard to argue with the convenience and speed of BBMs, this alone
often isn?t enough to keep Blackßerry
phones in the hands of the ?information-now? generation. In comparison to
the other smartphones on the market,
Blackßerry phones are lacking in several
key areas. As anyone who has ever used
it can attest, the so-called ?Blackßerry
App World? is a nightmare to navigate
and offers only a fraction of the apps
available to iPhone and Droid users.
The most popular game on Blackßerry
phones, Brickbreaker, appears downright
primitive when held up next to the engaging and smooth video games widely
(and cheaply) available on competitors?
phones. Furthermore, the webbrowser
on Blackßerry phones can?t hold a candle

scientists recorded a beam of neutrinos sent

from CERN, a high-energyphysics laboratory
in Geneva, as having arrived in Gran Sasso,
Italy, in about 60 fewernanoseconds than light
wouldhave taken to travel the same distance.
This wouldindicate thatthe neutrinos traveled
at a speedroughly 0.0025 percent faster than

ago, Blackßerry was the leaderof the
smartphone industry, but today it finds
itself in third place behind Android and
RIM made its name in the smart-

some sort of error in the experiment. To ac-

See Neutrinos, B7

add to the company?s problems, Research
in Motion (RIM) recently cut 200 jobs at
its Ontario headquarters.RIM is clearly
a company at a crossroads, as its stock
price has dropped by 50 percent over
the last year and its earnings are down
nearly 10 percent in 2011. Just four years

phone industry by catering to customers
using its phones for business purposes,

Neutrino beats speed of light, study says
BY BRANDON STONE
For The Heights

that the once-übiquitous ?Crackberry?
could go the way of Charlie Sheen?s acting career and fall into irrelevancy?
Unfortunately for Blackßerry loyalists like myself here at Boston College,

marTial Trezzini / ap phoTo

Antonio Ereditato, above, is part of the team which claims to havebroken the speed of light.

On the flip side
INSIDE MARKETPLACE
will
This week on the flip side

exploreboth sides of the issue of capital

See Blackßerry, B9
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